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Kaupungistuminen ja kulutuksen kasvu ovat lisänneet kestävän kehityksen merkitystä
asuinympäristöjen rakentamisessa. Kaupunkiympäristön sosiaalinen, taloudellinen ja
ekologinen kestävyys ovat tärkeitä kriteereitä, joilla pyritään takaamaan asukkaiden
hyvinvointi
sekä
hyvän
elämän
edellytykset,
ja
siksi
niihin
kiinnitetään
kaupunkisuunnittelussa entistä enemmän huomiota. Kestävän kehityksen vaatimukset sekä
kiihtyvä kaupungistuminen ja näiden väliset ristiriidat asettavat suuria haasteita kunnille,
jotka ovat päävastuussa uusien elinympäristöjen luomisesta yhteistyössä yksityisen sektorin
kanssa.
Tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli lisätä ymmärrystä kestävään kaupunkikehitysprosessiin liittyvän
yhteistyön haasteista, joiden väitetään aiheutuvan yhteistyötoimijoiden tavoitteiden
eroavaisuuksista. Uudella One Planet Living -nimisellä kestävän elämäntavan konseptilla
pyritään välttämään yhteistyöhön liittyvien ongelmien syntymistä. One Planet Livingkonseptin soveltumista kaupunkikehitysprosessin jaettujen arvojen ja tavoitteiden
muodostamiseen tutkittiin tutustumalla Kivistön aluekeskuksen kehittämishankkeeseen.
Tutkimuksessa
perehdyttiin
yhteistyön
haasteisiin
ja
niiden
ratkaisemiseen
kirjallisuuskatsauksen, haastatteluiden ja työpajan avulla. Kirjallisuuskatsauksessa
tarkasteltiin yhteistyötoimijoiden liiketoimintaa ohjaavia arvoja ja sitä, miten ne ohjaavat
Kivistön kehittämishanketta. Liiketoiminnan trendit havainnollistavat kysyntää sekä
asiakkaiden tahtotilaa ja näkyvät yhteistyötoimijoiden liiketoimintaa ohjaavina tekijöinä ja
kehittämishankkeessa tavoitteina. Näitä tavoitteita tutkittiin edelleen haastatteluissa, joissa
toimijoita pyydettiin peilaamaan hankekohtaisia tavoitteita ehdotettuun One Planet Living konseptiin. Lisäksi jaettua arvoa haettiin kestävän kehityksen työpajassa.
Työn tärkeimmistä tuloksista käy ilmi, että laaja ja monimutkainen kaupunkikehitysprosessi
vaatii ohjaamista ennaltaehkäisemään kestävän kehityksen ratkaisujen poisjäämistä
prosessin aikana. One Planet Living -konsepti soveltunee kaupunkikehitykseen, sillä se
ohjaa kestävän kehityksen tavoitteiden toteutumista jaetun arvonluonnin kautta sekä
mahdollistaa perinteisten liiketoiminnallisten tavoitteiden optimoinnin.
Avainsanat kaupunkikehittäminen, kestävä kehitys, One Planet Living, yhteistyöprosessi
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Concept Definitions
Sustainable Urban Development
Urban sustainability is defined as an intersection of urbanisation and global sustainability
(Bugliarello, 2006) whereas sustainable development is the development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs (United Nations, 1987). Sustainable urban development can be defined as
creating urban sustainability using the principles of sustainable development.
Co-creation of Value
In co-creating value participants or processes interact to create value. Value is co-created
through combining efforts of companies, employees, customers, stockholders,
governmental agencies, and other entities included in any exchange. Value is, however,
always determined by the beneficiary. In value co-creation, value is ultimately derived
with the participation of the customer in the process of acquisition, usage and disposal. A
smart phone is a good example of value co-creation. Value is achieved by the combination
of the physical device, the application providers, the network provider, and most
importantly the customer. The customer completes but also determines the value
proposition in the use-stage. (Vargo et al., 2008)
Shared Value
Shared Value is about creating economic value in a way that also creates value for society
by meeting its needs and challenges. The fundamental idea is to expand the total pool of
economic and social value (Porter and Kramer, 2011; Andelin and Sarasoja, 2013). The
social aspect as advocated by Porter and Kramer (2011) also includes the local
environmental aspect through maximising environmental performance in business, which
further enables the creation of good living environments. In this thesis the total pool is
further expanded to also include global environmental values, and the expression is used to
express the wished outcome of multi-target optimisation.
Triple Bottom Line
An expression created to increase environmental awareness and responsibility amongst
businesses. It aims to measure the financial, social and environmental performance of a
company, and it is indicated that only a company producing a triple bottom line takes
account of the total cost involved in doing business. It is further indicated that only when
social and environmental impact is measured, companies will create responsibility
strategies. (Elkington, 1994)
One Planet Living
The vision of One Planet Living is to create a sustainable world characterised by high
quality of life within the productive capacity of the planet. The aim of the area
development concept, enhancing a sustainable lifestyle, is to make living according to the
principles of sustainability easy, attractive and affordable. Planning, delivering,
communicating and mainstreaming sustainable development and green economy are the
main functions of the concept. (Desai, 2013)

1 Introduction
Increasing urbanisation plays a significant role in human impact on the environment, and
together with the rapid increase of average per capita consumption due to expanding trade,
advancing technology and rising incomes, urbanisation becomes clearly a function for
human load on the environment (Rees and Wackernagel, 1996; Bugliarello, 2006: UNFPA,
2007). As cities tend to be concentrators of trade, technology and high income, it is
indicated that urban industrial regions as nodes of intense consumption, cause the
collective urban footprint to expand further (Bithas and Christofakis, 2006; Bugliarello,
2006; Grimm et al., 2008; Heinonen and Junnila, 2012). Although cities are commonly
seen as areas of increased consumption, it has been recognised that they also provide great
potential for savings when developed in an appropriate and responsible manner (Rees and
Wackernagel, 1996; UNFPA, 2007). Economies of scale and increased density provide
opportunities for cost-efficient infrastructure and reduced energy consumption through
decreased travel (Rees and Wackernagel, 1996). Much advocates for the advantages of
urban settlement, but whether these advantages increase in correlation to higher urban
density remains disputed amongst researchers (Van der Waals, 2000; Bithas and
Christofakis, 2006). It is however, widely agreed upon that urban areas are both generators
and solution providers to the main sustainability challenges of our time (Rees and
Wackernagel, 1996; Bugliarello, 2006; UNFPA, 2007; Grimm et al., 2008; Smedby and
Neij, 2013).
Development of cities has long been promoted at the cost of natural destruction, as
economic growth has been seen as the most important aspect of human well-being
(Campbell, 1996), whereas today the requirements for human well-being are defined
through principles of economic, environmental and social sustainability (UN, 1987). Cities
have begun to compete for successful businesses, international investments, skillful people
and taxpaying residents with attributes of sustainability and promotion of better living
environments (Metropolitan Area Competitiveness Strategy, 2009; Väyrynen, 2010; Hjelt,
2013). Due to the increased importance of sustainability in governmental strategies, the
private sector is required to be more responsive to the sustainability agendas of the public
sector (Bryson and Lombardi, 2009).
Development of living environments at the pace of increasing urbanisation, where value is
created in the form of good life quality and sustainability, is undoubtedly a challenging
task for governments and municipalities (Shen et al., 2011; Haapio, 2012). Creating human
well-being through urban development aiming for sustainability sets high requirements
also on the urban development process, which is commonly seen as highly complex due to
the multiple actors or stakeholders involved (Väyrynen, 2010, Kuronen, 2011). The
demand for sustainability set by continuous urbanisation and resource scarcity, has moved
the traditional methods of urban development towards networked and collaborative
approaches, and the scope of the urban development process has come to cover various
aspects of sustainability more comprehensively (Smedby and Neij, 2013). Despite progress
in co-operation during the process, problems in delivering a sustainable built environment
still prevail (Lähde and Sevander, 2013). Unsuccessful multi-target optimisation, also
defined as unsuccessful shared value creation, continues to leave process stakeholders
unsatisfied (Väyrynen, 2010; Lähde and Sevander, 2013). Stakeholder companies involved
in urban development processes have business specific targets and individual motives
behind their engagement, and from a traditional business perspective the creation of value
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for the end-customer is to be translated into monetary value for the stakeholder company
(Pohjola et al., 2007; Porter and Kramer, 2011). If multi-target optimisation in urban
development fails, stakeholders fail to achieve business targets, and the end-customer
might be left with a less sustainable environment and well-being might not be maximised.
Incentives for promoting sustainability in the built environment are often unequally
distributed between the actors during the urban development process. When not all actors
gain advantage from promoting sustainability, the collective interest for sustainability may
drop. In order to reduce the risk of sustainability factors being overlooked, collaboration
and common vision and target setting are emphasised. (Ristimäki, 2010; Väyrynen, 2010)
The existing tension between consensus and cutting-edge solutions remains a barrier for
sustainability and urban development keeps suffering from the difficulty in simultaneous
consideration of process and environmental concerns (Smedby and Neij, 2013). Innovative
sustainability solutions are in general adopted only after they have been tested and have
become industry standard, leaving driving change to be performed by a marginal amount
of actors (WBCSD, 2007).
The complexity of the urban development process has in some extent been studied before
through theories of partnership and shared value or value co-creation (Kuronen, 2011;
Väyrynen, 2010). An investigation including the strategic process management
perspective, where shared value creation and sustainability are indicated to manage and
direct the process of urban development has supposedly not been conducted before. This
study therefore, investigates the current recognised challenges to shared value creation,
their impact on the feasibility of sustainablility, and the proposed solutions to these
challenges, in the process of urban development. An overall emphasis on sustainability is
applied, as a connection between shared value creation and promoting sustainability is
proposed.

1.1 Scope and Research Questions
The aim of the research is to gain better understanding on how shared value can be created
in the multi-stakeholder process of urban development where sustainability is wished to be
achieved. The reasons to why difficulties in value creation amongst stakeholders in urban
development prevail are examined as it is proposed that difficulties in shared value
creation form a threat to promoting sustainability. Whether the new sustainable area
development concept One Planet Living could enhance shared value creation and ensure
sustainability through supporting the urban development process, is investigated by
introducing and testing the concept in the case project of the regional city centre
development in Kivistö, Vantaa. The extensive research problem has been broken down
into three main research questions:




What are the current challenges concerning shared value creation in urban
development aiming for sustainability?
What are the possible solutions to difficulties in shared value creation?
Can One Planet Living address the identified challenges and facilitate the process
of sustainable urban development?
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The first research question was chosen to give an understanding of the current situation of
urban development concerning the difficulties that appear to exist during the development
co-operation process. The challenges of common target setting and shared value creation
as a threat to sustainability fall-out are closely examined to enable the suggestion of
suitable solutions. The second research question attempts to answer and show what the
literature says about possible solutions to value creation difficulties in urban development.
The empirical part provides further tangible examples of possible solutions to shared value
creation that also support the promotion of sustainability found in the case. Finally, the
third question makes an effort to answer whether a new area development concept can
enhance shared value to enable promotion of sustainability to further have an impact on
process management by facilitating the development process. Moreover, the third research
question attempts to answer to the demand for sustainability coming from both citizens and
the public sector. All in all, shared value creation in urban development is essential for the
entire society due to its believed positive impact on sustainability and well-being, and
should therefore, be continuously developed through research. Through the third research
question and a new area development concept, promoting a sustainable way of living, is
introduced to the Finnish urban development.
Increasing attention is given to urban development and complementary construction in the
society. Attention correlates to urban sprawl, escalating land and property prices and high
costs of living in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. People have become more aware of
environmental concerns and, furthermore, they have also discovered the possibilities and
means to influence planning and development. This has come to pressure urban
development for ever-better results, something that is difficult to achieve without an
improvement also in the development process. The development process however, remains
complex due to multiple stakeholders involved.
The value drivers for the stakeholder groups involved in the case are addressed through
discussing current trends in urban development from stakeholder business perspectives. It
is of great importance to understand stakeholder value drivers to be able to understand the
difficulties in shared value creation characterised by consolidating targets and common
vision setting. Stakeholders are challenged to reflect their business targets onto a
framework based on financial, environmental and social sustainability principles, in order
to evaluate whether the framework can be used as a facilitator and management tool for the
development process. How the process of shared value creation functions in real life is also
investigated to validate what is stated in the literature referring to the first two research
questions, and to investigate the applicability and suitability of One Planet Living in the
process of urban development.
The empirical part of this study is restricted to the case of Kivistö, and the stakeholders
involved in urban development are the ones included in the Kivistö case. These
stakeholders are the municipality, hypermarket retailers, and constructor-developers. This
overall perspective of a threefold division of stakeholders (retailer, municipality,
developer) is kept throughout the thesis. This threefold division also represents Finnish
urban development rather well. In this thesis, customer value refers to how value is
perceived by the customers of the case specific stakeholders. The end-customer is therefore
defined as the resident or consumer within the new area. Furthermore, the customer is here
expected to subjectively perceive the value of a service, product or the surrounding built
environment, and customer value is assumed to be measured not only in monetary value.
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Finally, it is not implied that shared value automatically brings about sustainability, but it
is assumed that sustainability can be enhanced or promoted through ensuring the creation
of a certain kind of shared value. The link here originates from the perception that
sustainability is unfortunately still generally considered to be an additional effort and cost,
and if stakeholders are not able to get their basic business needs satisfied through target
optimisation, they will not engage in initiatives requiring additional effort. This emphasises
the process of shared value creation as a means to achieving sustainability. The
fundamental assumption is that if target optimisation does not take place in the process, as
in shared value is not created, then stakeholder specific business targets are not met.
Further, if stakeholder business value is not generated then stakeholders will be unwilling
to participate in additional investments required for promoting sustainability. Moreover,
the end-customer is left with less value. The businesses fail to provide customer value due
to own business values not met in the urban development process, and the fall-out of
sustainability will undoubtedly have a negative impact on citizen well-being.
The thesis targets the shared value creation in urban development with an emphasis on
sustainability, through challenging stakeholders to reflect their business targets onto a
framework based on financial, environmental and social sustainability principles. Common
targets, forming a foundation for shared value creation, and further for sustainability, are
attempted to be found through this exercise.

1.2 Thesis Structure
The study and the research questions including the scope are introduced in Chapter 1. The
chapter for theory and literature is Chapter 2, and Chapter 3 stands for study design and
includes the case description. Chapter 4 presents the findings. Chapter 5 is reserved for
discussion about results whereas Chapter 6 includes the conclusions of the study.
The introduction presents the study, opens up the background to it, and further introduces
scope and research questions. In the chapter for theory the reader is first introduced to the
general concept of value, and how value is created for the customer and for businesses.
After this, theories on co-creation of value and shared value are introduced and the
meaning of partnerships as a societal form is presented. A thorough presentation of the
new sustainable area development concept One Planet Living, that is indicated to promote
sustainability and sustainable lifestyle, is given in end of the chapter for theory and
literature. Chapter 3 stands for research design, and starts by introducting the research
methods. Hereafter a thorough presentation of the case project Kivistö and the stakeholders
involved in it is given. Results for the thematic half-structured inteviews and the workshop
are presented and displayed in Chapter 4. The chapter for discussion including discussion
about findings and reasoning about how the results reflect theory and literature can be
found in Chapter 5. The final chapter presents the conclusions of the study.
Appendix 1 includes lists of interview and workshop participants. The second appendix
shows the full One Planet Living framework, including examples from preceding cases,
that was used as a foundation for the thematic interviews. Appendix 3 presents the results
for the thematic interviews as well as the target theme percentage division between
stakeholders. Workshop results are presented in Appendix 4 and finally, Appendix 5
includes a table where all findings are summarised.
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2 Background and Theory
The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with comprehensive information regarding
the theories of value creation and partnership as they are essential elements throughout the
study. Furthermore, this chapter brings the topic to value creation in urban development
through examination of trends as business drivers for actors involved in urban
development. Sustainability remains as an overall broader approach to value creation and
urban development due to its topicality and ever-growing meaning and impact in both
business and urban development.
The first part of the theory is focused on value creation and the various perspectives to it.
Firstly the concept of value is presented. Hereafter the reader is introduced to the
traditional business perspective of value and how the traditional view has and is suggested
to change in the future. This is done by shortly introducing how a company value
proposition is integrated in the business model. Shared value as advocated by Porter and
Kramer (2011) is presented and finally value creation through partnerships is introduced.
The aim is to give a comprehensive overview on the meaning of value creation.
The sustainability concept One Planet Living cannot per se be considered as a single
theory, but it in this study it will be presented leveled with theory on value creation since it
is included in the research questions. Presenting a few successful preceeding One Planet
Living cases is suggested to provide validation to why the concept could be applicable in
the case of Kivistö, which this study closer examines. The preceeding cases include
projects on a municipality level, retail, and large urban development, similar to what is
planned in the Kivistö case.
In the second part internationally recongised trends in urban development aiming for
increased sustainability are presented. Here, it is of great importance to notice that trends
are narrowed down to issues with specifically high impact on environmental sustainability
within urban development due to the given overall sustainability approach. Hereafter a
closer look is taken at different stakeholder viewpoints on trends and current practices.
Stakeholders are narrowed down to include the same stakeholder groups as does the real
life Kivistö case: municipality, property developers and retailers. Finally there is an
attempt to explain and demonstrate what is said in the literature about shared value creation
in urban development. Here the main focus is on the end customer, which is not always the
same for different stakeholders, and remains the main determinant of stakeholder business
drivers.

2.1 Value Creation
The definition of value dates far back at least to the times of Aristotle, who first
distinguished between “use-value” and “exchange value”. The qualities related to usevalue have a different meaning to different people and thus, are inherently differentiated
and heterogeneous. Exchange-value is considered as the quantity of a substance that could
be comparable to value of all things. (Vargo et al., 2008) According to both Jylhä (2013)
and Woodruff (1997), literature indicates that the definition of value has remained complex
due to its subjective and abstract nature. Woodruff (1997) however, makes an attempt to
highlight some commonalities in general definitions of value. The general nature of value
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is according to him explained through value being inherent in or linked to the use of some
product or service. Further, value being something that is perceived subjectively by
customers rather than objectively determined by the seller or producer, indicates use-value.
Exchange-value is explained by the trade-off between customers receiving quality,
benefits, worth or utilities when giving up something else, like money (Woodruff, 1997).
More importantly, how customers perceive value includes the comparison between desired
and received value, and the customers’ learned perceptions, preferences, and evaluations
have a great impact on how received and desired value is understood or interpreted
(Woodruff, 1997). The heterogeneous nature of value is what makes the measurability of
value difficult.

2.1.1 Business Perspective on Value Creation
The creation of value translated into monetary terms is traditionally the core purpose and
central process of economic exchange (Pohjola et al., 2007; Vargo et al., 2008; Porter and
Kramer, 2011). Andelin and Sarasoja (2013) refers to the old economic model that used to
say: Make money and it solves problems. They mean that making money may create more
problems than what making money can solve, something that has been introduced by the
21st century. Andelin and Sarasoja (2013) and Kuronen (2011) mention wicked problems,
defined as unfamiliar and unique problems that will only be completely understood after a
solution has been formulated. Inspired by Porter and Kramer (2011), Andelin and Sarasoja
(2013) suggest that the solution to wicked problems such as traffic jams, resource scarcity
and global health threats could be in ‘redefining the game’ meaning redefining how
business is done. Porter and Kramer (2011) state that companies fail to recognise the most
important customer needs when concentrating on optimizing short-term financial
performance. This happens since companies remain trapped in an outdated approach to
value creation, where value creation is viewed from a very narrow perspective, and broader
influences that determine company longer-term success are ignored (Porter and Kramer,
2011). Woodruff (1997) however, means that companies driven by more demanding
customers, global competition, and slow-growth economies and industries, are
continuously searching for new ways to achieve and retain competitive advantage. As
quality may no longer provide a clear source of competitive advantage (Woodruff, 1997),
and physically moving activities to locations with lower employment costs has not been a
stable or fair solution to competitive challenges (Porter and Kramer, 2011), organisations
have begun to underline superior value creation, service and delivery for customers
(Woodruff, 1997). Porter and Kramer (2011) mean that economic efficiency and social
progress have been drawn apart, and companies should be responsible for correcting this
and reconnecting business and society in accordance to the principles of shared value.
This on the other hand requires comprehensive understanding of customer value i.e. usevalue, through customer need and satisfaction (Rangone, 2013; Woodruff, 1997).
In all simplicity, value is created by satisfying an existing need. In addition to global
financial challenges, customers are becoming increasingly demanding, and companies are
forced to rethink and develop their value propositions accordingly. More often the
satisfaction of an existing need includes the delivery of several attributes such as
economic, ecological and experience values. (Rangone, 2013) According to Strategy
Theory, a company must, in order to be successful, create a unique value proposition that
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m
meets the neeeds of a cho
osen custom
mer segmentt (Osterwald
der and Piggneur, 2010;; Porter andd
K
Kramer, 20111). A com
mpany gainss competitiive advantaage from hhow it conffigures andd
m
manages the value chain, value deelivery and the activities involvedd in the vallue creationn
prrocess (Portter and Kram
mer, 2011).. The relatio
onships betw
ween value proposition
n, customerr
seegment, delivery, and
d competitiive advantaage (translated into rrevenue streams) aree
viisualized in the Business Model C
Canvas (Osteerwalder an
nd Pigneur, 22010) in Figure 1. Thee
vaalue propossition is larrgely determ
mined also by whetheer the comp
mpany is value or costt
drriven since all
a componeents are stroongly intercconnected.

Fiigure 1 Busineess Model Can
nvas describinng the nine co
omponents of business,
b
and showing the importance
i
off
vaalue creation for
f customers (Osterwalderr and Pigneur,, 2010)

Poorter and Kramer
K
(2011) raise ssome critiqu
ue towards focusing oonly on the companyy
innternal or direct activitiies, as visuaalized in thee Business Model
M
Canvvas by Osterrwalder andd
Piigneur (2010), and state that such an understaanding of bu
usiness leadds to a narro
ow mindset,,
annd companiies have faiiled to grassp the impo
ortance of th
he broader business en
nvironmentt
suurrounding their majorr operationss. In order to
t successfu
ully commuunicate the importancee
off understannding the meaning
m
off surroundin
ngs and co
ompany extternal facto
ors such ass
coonnections to
t partners,, networks aand the socciety, the co
oncept of shhared valuee advocatedd
byy Porter andd Kramer (2
2011) could be introducced.

2.1.2 Crea
ating Sha
ared Valu
ue
Crreating sharred value in
nvolves creaating econom
mic value in
n a way that
at also createes value forr
soociety by adddressing societal
s
neeeds and chaallenges. Fu
urthermore, it is emph
hasised thatt
shhared valuee is not to
o be underrstood as social respo
onsibility, pphilanthropy, or evenn
suustainabilityy, but as a new wayy to achiev
ve economiic success. The purp
pose of thee
coorporation must
m
be reedefined ass creating shared
s
valu
ue, not justt profit perr se as thee
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h the pow
wer to unlea
ash the nextt
fuundamental business tradition sugggests. “Thiis concept has
waave of globaal growth th
hrough innoovation, pro
oductivity an
nd learningg”, stated by
y Porter andd
K
Kramer (20111) and con
ntinue by ggoing as farr as to sug
ggesting thaat capitalism
m could bee
reeinvented thhrough shareed value. (P
Porter and Kramer,
K
2011)
Shhared valuee is not abou
ut sharing oor dividing existing
e
vallue. Insteadd, it is aboutt expandingg
thhe total pool of econom
mic and soccial value, where
w
valuee is definedd as benefitss relative too
coosts. Initial investmen
nt and timee may be required
r
to implementt new proccedures andd
prractices, butt the return
n will be greeater econo
omic value and broaderr strategic benefits
b
forr
alll participannts. The deependency of business and society is undeerlined by Porter andd
K
Kramer (2011) and thiss is visualissed in the presentation
p
n given by Andelin an
nd Sarasojaa
(22013) as seen in Figurre 2. Businness needs a successfu
ul communiity, as the communityy
crreates the demand
d
for its productss and proviides a suppo
ortive envirronment. Sh
hared valuee
crreation can be seen as the expanssion of the connections between ssocietal and
d economicc
prrogress. Strronger conn
nection of company success and improvem
ments in society
s
willl
prrovide an oppportunity to
t efficienccy, differenttiation and market exppansion. Waays to servee
neew needs might
m
be disccovered throough shared
d value. (Po
orter and Krramer, 2011
1)

Fiigure 2 Creatiing shared va
alue by combinning social an
nd business va
alue creation. (presented in
n Andelin andd
Saarasoja, 2013))

Suuccess from
m a governm
ment viewpooint is often
n purely seeen as beneffits achieved
d or moneyy
sppent (or savved), but wh
hen governm
ments start to
t think more in value terms, theirr interest inn
coollaborationn with busin
ness will unddoubtedly grow.
g
The principles
p
off shared vallue enable a
reeallocation of
o the respo
onsibilities bbetween bu
usiness and civil societyy, as investment in thee
onne can givee benefits fo
or the otherr and vice versa
v
(Figurre 3). As lonng as valuee is created,,
thhe society iggnores whatt types of oorganisation
ns have creaated it. Moree importanttly, value iss
too be createdd by the orgaanisation, w
which is besst positioned
d to achievee most impaact for leastt
coost. (Porter and Kramerr, 2011)
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Fiigure 3 The coonnection betw
ween competittive advantag
ge and social isssues throughh shared valuee. (Porter andd
Kramer, 2011)

Trrade-offs arre required as not all pprofit is equ
ual. By thiss Porter andd Kramer (2
2011) meann
thhat through the creation
n of a virtuoous cycle of company and commuunity prosperity, profitt
w
with social purpose
p
rep
present a hhigher form
m of capitallism. Shareed value crreation willl
innvolve new and innovative formss of collabo
oration, and
d benefits w
will most certainly
c
bee
gaained from all activity
y that cuts across proffit/non-proffit and privvate/public boundaries.
b
.
M
Moreover, major
m
comp
petitors mayy also need
d to work together. T
The key to successfull
coollaborationn is that it is clearly linkked to defin
ned outcomees and well connected to
t the goalss
off all stakehoolders. Activ
vity will bee data driven
n, measurab
ble and trackked with cleear metrics..
(P
Porter and Kramer,
K
2011)

2.1.3 Valu
ue Creation throu
ugh Partn
nerships
s
A partnershipp is a sociaal system thhat is usuallly deliberattely engageed (Möller and Rajala,,
20007), in ordder to co-crreate addedd value or to
t benefit from
f
the inpput or skillls of otherss
(K
Kuronen, 20011). Partneership system
ms are charracterised by
y social relaationships in
n which thee
acctors are pursuing
p
th
heir individdual goals (Möller an
nd Rajala, 2007). Th
he commonn
deenominator for partnerships is the collaboratiive nature (V
Väyrynen, 22010; Kuronen, 2011)..
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In this section two theories for partnerships are presented, the systems theory and the
network theory.
2.1.3.1 Systems Theory Approach
Systems theory is a framework for gaining more understanding of how complex systems
work (Senge, 1992). Important features of any system are the independent parts it consists
of, interaction between them, system boundaries, and the interaction between the system
and its surrounding environment. Literature indicates that there are both open and closed
social and natural systems, although there are those who advocate that no social system can
be completely closed as there is a continuous interaction with surrounding systems.
Examples of social systems are families, organisations and ecosystems. (Kuronen, 2011)
Social systems are according to Vargo et al. (2008) creators of value when a servicedominant logic on value creation is applied. In a service-dominant logic service is
emphasised and goods are only seen as service-delivery vehicles. The difference between a
goods-dominant and a service-dominant logic to value creation is presented by Vargo et al.
(2008) in Table 1. The function of company value propositions is to establish connections
and relationships amongst service systems (Vargo et al., 2008), which is supported by
Kuronen’s (2011) statement of no system ever being completely closed. Vargo et al.
(2008) underline that key resources to competitive advantage and customer value creation
are knowledge and skills, something very much aligned with the business perspective on
value creation presented by Woodruff (1997). The ability and opportunity to learn from
any process is essential and a system should be flexible and strong enough for the adaption
of something new throughout the process (Kuronen, 2011).
To deal with wicked problems, meaning that even the definition of the problem is not
shared, not to mention the solution, is a common challenge for systems and the society in
general (Kuronen, 2011; Andelin and Sarasoja, 2013). The roles of the companies in value
creation, the value proposition and provision of service, are only small steps in the larger
value co-creation process shared by many different parties (Vargo et al., 2008). However,
the relationships between stakeholders in social systems are seen to be as important as the
stakeholders themselves and still these relationships are too often left outside of analysis
(Luhmann, 1995).
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T
Table 1 An ovverview of the major differeences between the goods-dominant and thhe service-dom
minant logic
reg
garding valuee and value crreation. (Vargo et al., 2008))

V
Vargo et al. (2008) takees the system
ms approacch one step further thann Kuronen (2011) andd
states that individuals,
i
, groups, oorganisation
ns, firms and even governmen
nts can bee
coonsidered too be servicee systems iff they can take action, apply resoources, and
d co-operatee
w
with others in
i mutually
y beneficial ways. It iss however, of great im
mportance to
t note thatt
thhese kinds of
o service systems
s
co -create valu
ue dependin
ng on the rresources of
o others too
suurvive, undeerlining muttual benefitts in balanceed and fair ratio
r
(Vargoo et al., 2008).
2..1.3.2 Stra
ategic Netw
works – N
New Modes
s of Value
e Creation
N
Networks aree commonly used to aachieve succh benefits that could not be ach
hieved by a
sinngle organiisation alone. It is rare that a company within
n a networkk is able to manage
m
thee
enntire networrk due to thee internal p ower relatio
ons of the network.
n
Orgganisations are seen ass
coomplex adapptive system
ms characterrised by org
ganizationall and social relationship
ps in whichh
eaach actor iss pursuing its
i own goaals. In orderr for especiially deliberrately creatted networkk
strructures wiith negotiatted roles aand goals, to be efficcient, they have to bee managed..
(M
Möller and Rajala,
R
2007
7)
Prroject-basedd activities, such as coonstruction projects, arre characterrised by theeir temporall
naature in thee sense that a specific net partnerr constellation is decidded on the basis
b
of thee
deesired outcome of thee unique pproject. Thee goal obv
viously defi
fines the co
ompetencess
reequired, whiich then guide the seleection of meembers for the networkk. The effecctiveness off
vaalue producction is improved by a set of stablle core mem
mbers arounnd which th
he project iss
orrganized. Trrust and shaared benefitts are additiional compu
ulsory featuures of such
h a network..
Inn order to enable
e
learn
ning and prroblem-solv
ving, collab
borative actoors have to
o trust eachh
otther and bee able to communicatte openly and
a share th
heir capabiilities and knowledge.
k
.
M
Moreover, a requiremen
nt for succcessful man
nagement of networkss that are proposed
p
too
reenew busineess, are that the benefitts of networrking must be
b shared inn a fair and motivatingg
w
way. (Möllerr and Rajalaa, 2007)
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2.1.4 Prop
posed Th
heory Sy
ynthesis
Thheory suggeests shared value creatiion through
h partnership
ps and expaanding the to
otal pool off
vaalue. Both the
t shared value advo cated by Po
orter and Kramer
K
(20111) and vallue creationn
thhrough partnnerships by Kuronen ((2011) are according
a
to
o the literatu
ture review relevant ass
booth can be projected on sustainnable urban
n developm
ment. This ppart is an attempt too
coombine the two concep
pts to gain a supporting
g aspect to the
t assumpttion of the relationship
r
p
beetween sharred value an
nd sustainabbility stated in the begin
nning.
Thhe fundameental aim with
w the conncept of shaared value advocated bby Porter and
a Kramerr
(22011), and partnership
p
s advocatedd by Kuron
nen (2011), Vargo et aal. (2008), Möller andd
Rajala (20077) and later Väyrynenn (2010), is
i to identiify how too create vallue for thee
coompanies orr stakeholdeers involvedd in the proccess of urbaan developm
ment, and how throughh
thhis contributte to prospeerity and weell-being of the society,, users and rresidents.
Thhe shared value
v
concept is undeerstood as the relation
nship betw
ween value creation inn
buusiness and community
y or societyy (Porter and Kramer, 2011).
2
Partnnership, in the form off
a network or a social sysstem, is a pllatform for shared valu
ue creation ccharacteriseed by multi-taarget optimiisation, wheere the end--customer is
i the final beneficiaryy of the process outputt
(V
Väyrynen, 2010;
2
Kuron
nen, 2011). The relation
nships are visualized
v
inn Figure 4.

Fiigure 4 Sharedd value visuallised as the reelationship beetween businesss and commuunity, and parrtnership as a
neetwork betweeen businesses.

A
As stated byy Kuronen (2011), noo system is entirely seeparated froom other surrounding
s
g
syystems. Ann importan
nt surroundding system
m for the partnershiip network
k in urbann
deevelopment is undoubttedly the soociety or co
ommunity in
n which thee network is
i active in..
M
Moreover, when all busiinesses withhin the netw
work have th
heir individuual relation
nships to thee
coommunity focusing
f
sttronger on the busineess specificc mutual bbenefits bettween eachh
buusiness andd society, added valuue can be found in network
n
reelationship to society..
Inntegration of
o shared value
v
princciples into the partneership estab
ablished forr an urbann
deevelopment project, in
nclude folloowing relattionships: business
b
to business, business
b
too
coommunity, business
b
to customer, nnetwork to community
y and networ
ork to custom
mer (Figuree
5)). Different relationshiips might hhave differeent motives, indicatingg the need for processs
m
management. The prop
position of integrating
g these two
o theories w
would indiicate ratherr
exxtensive pow
wer held by
y the commuunity.
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Fiigure 5 A prroposed integ
gration of thhe shared va
alue principlees and the ppartnership model
m
for thee
acchievement off added value.

Poorter and Kramer’s
K
(2011) suggeestion of creeating shareed value beetween busiinesses andd
soociety, is on
o a locall level inteertwined with
w
the triiple bottom
m line (Fig
gure 6) off
suustainabilityy adapted by organiisations, municipalitie
m
es and govvernments worldwidee
(E
Elkington, 1994).
Shhared valuee is a long-tterm strateggic investm
ment to a su
ustainable liiving enviro
onment andd
buusiness withh overarchin
ng commonn goals for sustainabiliity (Andelinn and Sarassoja, 2013).
“N
New green and shared
d value bussiness logicss need to be found to build citiess that servee
grrowing urbaan populatiions”, and with this final
f
senten
nce, Andelinn and Sarassoja (2013))
allso justify the idea of implem
menting the principless of sharedd value to
o the builtt
ennvironment.. Figure 7 is a suggestiion to comb
bine the trip
ple bottom line with sh
hared valuee
crreation introoduced in th
he literature .

Fiigure 6 The three
t
dimensiional general view of how
w sustainabilitty is created (Vantaa, 201
14a; Skanska,
20013; NCC, 2013), and the visualisation
v
oof shared valu
ue between socciety and busiiness (presentted in Andelinn
annd Sarasoja, 2013).
2
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Fiigure 7 A sugggested combin
nation of shareed value and the
t three tradiitional dimenssions of sustaiinability.

A combination of the three
t
sustaiinability dim
mensions with
w the conncept of sh
hared valuee
coould possiblly indicate a stronger relationship
p between shared
s
valuee and sustaainability ass
piictured in Figure
F
7, bu
ut the role oof it remain
ns to be inv
vestigated. D
Depending on the sizee
annd significaance of thee environmeental dimen
nsion, it co
ould be arggued that th
he share off
suustainabilityy increases. This migght supportt the suggestion of eensuring in
nclusion off
suustainabilityy targets in a project whhen optimissation of staakeholder buusiness targ
gets are mett
thhrough sharred value creation.
c
Th
This rather bold perceeption, deriived from theory andd
litterature, is held
h
as an essential
e
asppect in this study. Furtthermore, thhis aspect is attemptedd
too be executeed and verifi
fied in the prroject case of Kivistö.

2.2 One Planet
P
Liv
ving
One Planet Living
L
(OPL
L) originatees from a vision of a su
ustainable w
world, in wh
hich peoplee
c enjoy a high qualiity of life within
w
the productive
p
ccapacity off the planet..
evverywhere can
Thhe vision annd the initiaal slogan w
were created by an NGO
O named BiioRegional in Englandd
inn the Uniteed Kingdom
m. Today O
One Planett Living iss a jointly owned traademark off
BiioRegional and the Wo
orld Wide F
Fund for Naature (WWF
F, 2014). Thhe concept is based onn
a frameworkk of sustain
nability priinciples, an
nd creates a tool for planning, delivering,,
ment and greeen econom
my. The tenn
coommunicatiing and maiinstreamingg sustainablle developm
One Planet sustainabilit
s
ty principlees are preseented in Taable 2, whiich also sh
hows whichh
i derived from
f
and w
what type of
o goals aree
gllobal sustainability chaallenge the principle is
suuggested to be achieved
d by applyinng it. (Desaai, 2013)
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T
Table 2 Sustaiinability princciples on whicch the One Pla
anet Living fra
amework is baased on. (Projject material
pprovided by BioRegional)
B

Thhe concept can be applied on projjects, comm
munities and
d regions, oor businessees. The tooll
is indicated to
t be widelly applicablle due to its benchmarrking featurre based on
n ecologicall
fo
. The outcoome of the footprinting
f
is often ussed to inform
m decision-annd carbon footprinting.
m
making whenn developin
ng sustainabbility strateg
gies due to its
i easy connceptualisattion (Figuree
8)). The ecoloogical footp
printing is executed before the development
d
nt of a projeect specificc
acction plan, and generaally includess three typiical scenarios showingg: business as usual, a
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range of standard green measures, and a One Planet Living trajectory which includes the
range of measures and behaviour change required to achieve sustainability. (Desai, 2013)
The life-cycle aspect is emphasised (Desai, 2013) as without a life-cycle perspective urban
development is traditionally seen as a set of phases instead of a continuous process, where
different stakeholders only optimise their own functions and the holistic approach remains
forgotten (WBCSD, 2007; Väyrynen, 2010).

Figure 8 Ecological footprinting including different possible scenarios for the Sonoma Mountain Village
community project in the United States (Desai, 2013)

Sustainable communities are created through development of a One Planet Action Plan
(Desai, 2013). The main purpose with the One Planet Action Plan is to measure
performance of companies, regions and communities, and to demonstrate commitment to
sustainability. An Action Plan program can help in reducing costs, responding to
legislation
about
sustainability
issues,
enhancing
reputation,
attracting
staff/customers/residents, and winning business. What is suggested to differentiate One
Planet Action Plans from other similar plans and policies, such as certification tools, is that
it guides stakeholders to focus on the listed sustainability principles that are ensured to
cover all environmental, social and economic aspects of sustainability. Moreover, it is
suggested to motivate and inspire to reach set environmental targets. As the development
project, business or community sets its own targets, it has much influence on the action
plan that is drawn for the particular project. The One Planet Living concept is perceived to
provide a dynamic and holistic evaluation approach to what is being studied. Demanding
but realistic targets are set according to the expectations and possibilities of the individual
project. Furthermore, the OPL evaluation is not building specific, and it can consist of a
much wider scope. The conecpt includes not only hard values but also soft values. Hard
values indicate concrete investments giving concrete returns, usually tangible and
measurable features such as energy efficiency, whereas soft values indicate more abstract
phenomena that cannot easily be defined nor measured such as happiness and community
inclusiveness. The One Planet Living concept is not suggested to exclude traditional
building certification tools or programs (BioRegional, 2014b)
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ough comm
municating th
he vision off OPL is onne of the key
y aspects off
Chhanging behhaviour thro
thhe concept because
b
wheen creating sustainablee communitiies it is as im
mportant to
o look at thee
liffestyles of the inhabitants and teenants who live and work
w
there, as it is to look at thee
buuildings theemselves (D
Desai, 2013)). According
g to World Business C
Council for Sustainablee
Developmentt (WBCSD,, 2007) the behaviour of
o occupantts in a buildding can have as muchh
im
mpact on ennergy consu
umption as ccan the efficciency of th
he equipmennt. The chaallenge is too
chhange behavviour permanently andd encouragee people to adopt morre sustainab
ble lifestylee
treends (WBC
CSD, 2007).

2.2.1 Prec
ceeding Example
E
e Cases
Thhe One Plaanet Living
g pilot projeect, a sustaainable com
mmunity nam
amed BedZE
ED outsidee
Loondon in England,
E
was
w compleeted in 2002, and since then O
OPL has as
a tool forr
suustainabile developmen
d
nt and greeen economy
y gained intterest arounnd the world
d. BedZED
D
haas remainedd as an insp
piration forr low carbo
on neighbou
urhoods acrross the wo
orld. Todayy
One Planet Living pro
ojects are ddivided into three categories deepending on
n both thee
nt of the pproject. Thee categories are busineesses, goverrnment andd
chharacteristiccs and exten
reegions or municipaliti
m
ies, and reesidential and
a
commu
unities. Thee different categoriess
deetermine thee outline off the actionn plan to bee developed. In this secction some preceedingg
exxample casees will be prresented. (B
BioRegionall, 2014b; Deesai, 2013: L
Leyden, 2013)
2..2.1.1 B&Q
Q – One Pllanet Hom
me – Susta
ainable Re
etailing
A
Around the world, leg
gislation annd consumeer demand encouragees a more sustainablee
appproach to business, and
a at the same timee, challengiing econom
mic circumsstances andd
reecognition of
o resource depletion m
mean that businesses
b
are
a realisingg the beneffits of moree
effficient and sustainablee ways of woorking (Bio
oRegional, 2014b).
2
U
UK’s largestt home imp
provement aand garden retailer, B&Q, startedd its work towards ann
ennvironmentaally aware business through th
hree key visions:
v
traacing prod
ducts back,,
im
mproving prroducts, and
d helping cuustomers to buy greeneer products and servicees. The coree
iddea, developped during the
t past 20 yyears, has been
b
to engaage with cusstomers to improve
i
thee
suustainabilityy of their ho
omes, and thhrough this have reduccing impactt on nationw
wide carbonn
em
missions. Frrom a busin
ness perspecctive the sh
hift towardss higher envvironmentall awarenesss
haad to be realised in ways
w
that w
would also benefit
b
the corporationn financially
y. Figure 9
prresents B&Q
Q’s view on
n their brannd, and the cost saving
gs made thrrough establishment off
it.. The main segments with
w greateest corporatte savings potential
p
aree waste, traansport andd
ennergy. (Braddley, 2013)

Fiigure 9 B&Q’s approach to
t achieve Susstainable Reta
ailing and rep
ported achievved cost savin
ngs. (Bradley,
20013)
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and Paraly
ympic Gam
mes – Susstainable Games
2..2.1.2 London 2012 Olympic a
Thhe sustainaability strateegy for Lonndon’s 201
12 Olympicc and Parallympic Gam
mes was too
m
make it the greenest Games the w
world has ever seen. Solutions
S
foor zero wasste and low
w
caarbon strateegies, locall supply nnetworks, su
ustainable transport aand biodiveersity weree
crreated. In addition
a
to this, attent
ntion was paid
p
to the legacy of the newly developedd
buuildings andd infrastructture, as nothhing was bu
uilt if it did not have a sufficient plan
p for usee
affter the Olyympics. Thee London 20012 Sustain
nability Plan
n was drawnn from the One Planett
Liiving sustaainability principles
p
th
that defined
d the bid vision. Fivve key theemes weree
em
mphasised: Climate Change, W
Waste, Biodiversity, Inclusion and Health
hy Living..
(C
Cumming, 2013;
2
Leydeen, 2013)
M
Many of thee key challlenges conccerned the very largee project sccale and th
he complexx
stakeholder mix.
m Also defining
d
scoope and bo
oundaries, something th
that very much
m
effectss
coontrol and influence, was dem
manding esp
pecially with
w
conside
deration to ecologicall
foootprints. Thhis difficultty of a diminnishing deg
gree of control and influ
luence in co
orrelation too
prroject owneership is visu
ualized in F
Figure 10 by
y Cumming (2013). (Cuumming, 20
013)

Figure 10 A visualisation of the diminisshing degree of
o control and
d influence reggarding sustaiinability in
correlation too project owneership. (Cumm
ming, 2013)

2..2.1.3 Brig
ghton and Hove City
y Council, UK – a One Planett City
Thhe main vision
v
for Brighton
B
annd Hove is to createe a coherennt city usiing a widee
suustainabilityy strategy. The
T city waas the first One Planeet City in thhe world, and
a throughh
coommitment to its Onee Planet Liiving Actio
on Plan, thee city strive
ves to further improvee
quuality of lifee, the enviro
onment andd the econom
my in the area. (Crockeett, 2013)
Poositive influuence on city developpment is realised throu
ugh smart ccity plans where
w
highh
suustainabilityy standards are seen as policies, an
nd OPL is in
ntegrated innto developm
ment briefs..
Thhe municipaality view on
o OPL as a top to botttom approach is presennted in Figu
ure 11. Thee
ciity emphasiises the imp
portance off collaborattion with developers
d
dduring both
h good andd
teesting times as the coun
ncil often fuunctions as the
t main lan
nd provider . (Crockett, 2013)
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Figure 11 Brighton and Hove City Council view on OPL as a top to bottom governance approach.

2.2.1.4 One Brighton, UK
One Brighton is an apartment building development consisting of 172 apartments, office
and community space on the south coast of England. The vision was to create a truly
sustainable community that would encourage people to green lifestyles. A concrete tool in
creating a sustainable community is to construct the buildings in a sustainable manner. The
One Brighton apartment building includes many of the newest technical and environmental
solutions making it extremely energy and cost efficient in maintenance. (BioRegional,
2014a)
Building materials are carefully chosen and there is an on-site biomass boiler and together
with the PV panels it provides some 50 per cent of the energy required. Additional energy
is certified green electricity. The location is ideal for sustainable transport and the building
is basically car-free. Only disabled parking is available in addition to car club parking
spaces. Green lifestyle is encouraged with roof top allotments, communal sky gardens and
grocery box delivery points. (BioRegional, 2014a)
After a construction start in 2008, during the economic recession and difficult times for the
real estate market in general, the entire building was fully occupied by 2010. The
developers interpreted this as a market statement for increasing demand for environmental
and cost efficient buildings providing a truly sustainable lifestyle option. (BioRegional,
2014a)

2.3 Current Trends in Urban Development
Pursuing for sustainability has come to play a significant role in urban development
(UNFPA, 2007; Bryson and Lombardi, 2009; Smedby and Neij, 2013). Governments are
increasingly trying to create and adopt strategies and policies enhancing sustainability
(Bryson and Lombardi, 2009; Smedby and Neij, 2013). Also developers are facing the
demand of increased sustainability due to the great environmental impact of the built
environment (Beuschel and Rudel, 2010; Kekki, 2013). As consumption is defined as one
of the core challenges in making cities more sustainable (Bithas and Christofakis, 2006;
Bugliarello, 2006; Grimm et al., 2008), the retailer perspective to trends in urban
development should also be considered. As global trends are advocated to lay the demand
for new innovations in urban development (Staffans and Kyttä, 2008), this section will
study trends from the perspectives of central stakeholders in Finnish urban development.
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These stakeholders are also represented in the case project of Kivistö, and their views on
trends as value drivers for business are investigated in the empirical part of this study.

2.3.1 Municipality Perspective
Governments face great challenges in providing inhabitants with good quality of life not
least due to the increased urbanisation and its destructive effects on the environment (Shen
et al., 2011; Haapio, 2012). Municipalities and governments worldwide have developed
strategies for enhancing sustainable urban development (Shen et al., 2011), and the
strategic importance of urban governance in achieving a more sustainable future has
become increasingly acknowledged (Smedby and Neij, 2013). The traditional sustainable
development dimensions are since the Brundtland report commonly recognised as
environmental, social and economic (Tanguay et al., 2010; United Nations, 1987), but it is
advocated that governance would hold the position of a fourth dimension (Shen et al.,
2011; Tanguay et al., 2010). In Finland, among many other countries, the municipality
functions as the sole authority regarding urban planning, and has therefore extensive power
considering urban development (Väyrynen, 2010; Vantaa, 2013).
It is acknowledged that urban challenges are best expressed and answered at local scale,
and therefore actors must be mobilised at the level of municipalities, cities or metropolitan
regions (Tanguay et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2011). Smedby and Neij (2013) emphasize that
in accordance to the previously stated, since the 1990s, various strategies for urban
governance have been developed by local governments to meet the demand of urban
leadership for sustainability. An increased use of sustainable development indicators has
taken place as governments and public administrations seek for trustworthy
implementation of sustainability strategies with a possibility to tangible assessment and
monitoring (Tanguay et al., 2010). Furthermore, Shen et al. (2011) indicate that urban
sustainability indicators play undoubtedly an essential role in the successful achievement
of urban sustainability through target setting, performance reviews and facilitating
communication amongst policy makers, experts and the public. Haapio (2012) advocates
greater use of internationally recognised sets of indicators, frameworks and assessment
tools as they would enable international comparison of sustainable urban development
between cities. However, in order to maximise benefits, it remains important that such
international assessment tools are fully translatable into territorial context to support local
municipal sustainable development strategies (Tanguay et al., 2010; Haapio, 2012).
It is believed that a successful combination of both voluntary and regulative use of
sustainable building assessment and benchmarking methods will further promote the use of
such methods and accelerate the adoption of sustainable building practices within the
industry (Häkkinen, 2007). Requirements of assessment tools have indeed increased, but
Haapio (2012) suggests that due to rapid urbanisation, a more holistic perception where
neighbourhoods, built environment, public transportation systems, and services are
considered simultaneously, is required and assessing building components or separate
building is no longer enough.
Recent discussion topics concerning urban planning and development are according to
Väyrynen (2010) sustainable communities, competitiveness and collaboration. According
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pics highligght the need
d for continu
uous develoopment, relaated to bothh
too Väyrynen all three top
thhe process of
o urban plan
nning and thhe final con
nstruct of that process.
2..3.1.1 Sustainable Communit
C
ties
Suustainable communitie
c
es are definned as com
mmunities with
w a dynaamic balancce betweenn
soocial wellbeeing, econo
omic opporttunity, and environmeental qualityy (Shen et al., 2011)..
Sttaffans and Kyttä (2008) underlinne how plan
nning and managing
m
suustainable co
ommunitiess
is indeed a coombination of the threee dimension
ns mentioneed by Shenn et al. (2011), but theyy
haave translatted the finaancial dimeension to more
m
expliciitly emphassise the eco
onomy andd
m
management of the buillt environm
ment that theey call urbaan stock. Thhe visualizaation, madee
byy Staffans and
a Kyttä (2
2008), show
ws how very
y wide the scope
s
of suustainable co
ommunitiess
is (Figure 12)).

F
Figure 12 Thee dimensions to
t be covered when plannin
ng and manag
ging sustainabble communitiees. (Staffans
and Kyttä
ä, 2008)

2..3.1.2 Com
mpetitiveness
V
Väyrynen (20010) states that the gooal of planning and dev
velopment iin cities hass long beenn
too increase the
t wellbein
ng of citizeens by building betterr living env
nvironments, but somee
stuudies of urbban policy suggest thaat the logic of developm
ment is slow
wly changing, and thee
quuality of thee city is no
o longer asssessed only by the welllbeing of itts residentss but by thee
poositive imagge and attraactiveness o f the city. Taxpayers
T
are
a attractedd by marketting successs
(V
Väyrynen, 2010).
2
City competitive
c
eness is a ho
olistic conceept defined as the ability to attractt
caapital, businnesses, talen
nt and visitoors (The Economist, 20
012). In the competitio
on for these,,
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cities are using attributes of attractiveness such as surrounding nature, internationality,
know-how and educational opportunities, jobs and connectivity (Hjelt, 2013). Boddy and
Parkinson (2004 in Väyrynen, 2010) include also economic diversity and innovation as
characteristics associated with competitive success amongst cities.
Väyrynen (2010) signifies: “Strategic thinking at both city and regional level is required to
achieve competitiveness, and the implementation of strategies would require the
involvement of all actors particularly at the local level, which again is possible only
through a shared vision and collaborative efforts in the development process”.
According to the Competitiveness Strategy for the Finnish Metropolitan area (2009), the
global competitiveness for skilled people, successful businesses and international
investments is continuously increasing, and although the Helsinki metropolitan area has
previously been rather successful in this competition, long-term development and actions
are required for ensuring success also in the future. In this strategy four points are
emphasised in reaching for competitiveness:
1. Reinforcing high level education and knowledge
2. Building a comfortable and safe living environment enhancing good quality of life
3. Supporting environments for consumer generated innovation and development of
public procurement practices
4. Internationalisation and connections to global networks
2.3.1.3 Collaboration
The term collaborative planning indicates the partnership between developers and
municipal authorities in preparation of detailed plans, but the same term is used for
exemplifying stakeholder networking during an urban development process in forms of cooperation and interaction (Ristimäki, 2010, Väyrynen, 2010).
Majamaa (2008) has further suggested an extension to the presented collaborative
planning, also known as a form of Public Private Partnership. The inclusion of the end
users’ perspective into the Public Private Partnership (PPP) based urban development
process will according to Majamaa (2008) be rewarding as it engages the end users
throughout the development process, starting from planning and design. The inclusion of a
4th P (Public Private People Partnership) is preceded by similar suggestions and theories.
According to Mäntysalo (2000), urban development is characterised by the inclusion of
economic, administrative, and political systems, of which the economic subsystem is set
between Private and People, the administrative between Public and Private, and the
political between People and Public.
Urban planning has gradually moved towards processes of urban governance, something
that can, according to Smedby and Neij (2013) be seen through the emerging of two trends:
increased networking and collaboration compared to the conventional development
process, and a more comprehensive coverage of various sustainability aspects. As
incentives for promoting and executing sustainability are often split between different
actors during the urban development process, a common vision and target setting through
co-operation is of great importance in ensuring that no factors are being overlooked
(Ristimäki, 2010; Väyrynen, 2010).
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The traditional path towards sustainable urban development is exemplified by governments
requiring communities to prepare sustainable detailed city plans, which often results in lists
of goals with suspiciously vague implementation steps (Campbell, 1996). Väyrynen (2010)
criticizes the conventional planning process for not facilitating sufficient knowledge and
information exchange between process stakeholders. Healey (1997 in Smedby and Neij,
2012) again claims that the transaction costs in a collaborative and interactive plan-making
process may be saved due to the decreased amount of conflicts. This claim however,
requires further research (Väyrynen, 2010).
To conclude, in addition to collaboration and learning, entwining different aspects and
targets of stakeholders is an essential part of urban development. Moreover, sustainable
urban development is clearly moving towards more interdisciplinary direction where
multiple targets should be optimised. Such multi-target optimisation requires new flexible
and innovative approaches and co-operation methods instead of a conventional process.
(Lähde and Sevander, 2013)

2.3.2 Perspective of Property Developers
Sustainability in property development, as in business more broadly, is still a somewhat
confusing concept (Sayce et al., 2007; Bryson and Lombardi, 2009). As the built
environment is indicated to be responsible for 40 per cent of worldwide energy
consumption (Andelin and Sarasoja, 2013; Kekki, 2013), it cannot be denied nor discarded
that property developers can with their core business activity have a significant influence
in shaping urban landscapes and determining environmental impacts (Beuschel and Rudel,
2010 in Taylor et al., 2012; Andelin, 2013). Moreover, the sustainability-related pressure
directed towards the construction industry has made it impossible for property developers
to retain market share and attractiveness without paying any concern to sustainability
related issues (Bryson and Lombardi, 2009).
Due to the increased use of public-private partnerships, developers are required to be more
responsive to various sustainability agendas developed by the public sector (Bryson and
Lombardi, 2009). This is gradually realised as developers and their interest groups are
looking for increased participation and joint decision-making regarding public urban
sustainability policy (Taylor et al., 2012). Some worry that as the public sector relies on the
skills and financial resources of the private sector, the influence by the private sector on
urban policy networks strengthens too much (Taylor et al., 2012).
2.3.2.1 Sustainability as a Business
Construction is fundamentally a local activity and the initial step towards sustainable
property development is to follow local guidelines, policies and regulations (Skanska,
2013).
It is suggested that development companies integrate sustainability into their business
models according to institutional theory. Institutional theory considers the influences of
social pressure that exist outside an organisation. Competing companies usually develop
resembling organisational behaviour, and in the field of construction and property
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development such resemblance has become to exist especially regarding social
responsibility and environmentally sound behaviour. (Bryson and Lombardi, 2009)
Most property developing companies and constructor-developers have, or are preparing,
sufficient company specific policies on environmental sustainability. Innovation and
competition are seen as factors motivating developers to improve performance, whereas
lack of customer demand, financial uncertainty, and confusing governance are seen as
disadvantageous to actions on climate change (Taylor et al., 2012).
The rise of sustainability-related pressures in addition to social responsibility has
complicated definitions of value and profitability, as businesses have to find ways to
integrate non-financial metrics into their decision-making processes. Bryson and Lombardi
(2009) have studied this phenomena through how property development companies in the
UK have succeeded to balance sustainability and related value systems against more
mainstream concerns with maximising profitability. Property development with
incorporated sustainability may enhance product differentiation, increase tenant and
investor interest, reduce long-term running costs, and play a role in negotiations over sites.
It may potentially enhance the long-term value of the development or construct. (Bryson
and Lombardi, 2009)
The possible benefits of incorporating sustainability in property development are supported
by the WGBC report (2013). It is however, widely recognised that green building and
innovative sustainable solutions may be more costly than traditional building (Bryson and
Lombardi, 2009; WGBC, 2013). Although there is evidence of the increased demand of
environmental certifications for buildings (WGBC, 2013), and sustainability has become a
key part of general corporate agenda supported by socially responsible investment (Sayce
et al., 2007; Andelin, 2013), it remains controversial whether it is possible to attach
financial value to the benefits of green building (Sayce et al., 2007). As financial investors
are seen as key customers for the property development industry, the difficulty and dispute
about putting a price on green building is indicated to continue constraining sustainable
property development (Sayce et al. 2007). It is underlined, that the business case for green
building currently rests on risk reduction, not proven return advantage (Sayce et al., 2007).
Johan Karlström, the President and CEO of Skanska, state that Green is not a bolt-on
gadget in property development, and the key to success is to make green an integrated and
natural part of the development and construction processes, but also enhance the
importance of it during the entire lifetime of the building (WGBC, 2013).
2.3.2.2 Challenges
The commodity produced by the property development industry is built space. Built space
is both a productive and a financial asset as it produces accommodation and income, but
can also be realised by sale. (Bryson and Lombardi, 2009) The extensive building lifecycle (WGBC, 2013) in combination to the multi-asset nature, indicates built space to be a
complex commodity. As the property developer is commonly seen as the tangible producer
of built space, many of the other actors involved during the building life-cycle can be
regarded as either direct or indirect customers of the property developers (Bryson and
Lombardi, 2009; WGBC, 2013). The different stages and numerous actors during the
building life-cycle are visualized in the life-cycle wheel (Figure 13) introduced in the
World Green Building Council report (WGBC, 2013).
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Figure 13 Life-cycle wheel illustrating stages and actors during a building life-cycle. (WGBC, 2013)

There are researchers advocating that developers focus too much on short-term costs and
returns while owner-occupiers are more concerned with the long-term. This ‘build-andwalk-away’ mentality is indicated to be a consequence of separation of roles: the role of
developer is separated from that of user and investor (Adams, 2008; Taylor et al., 2012).
On the contrary, in many countries property developers are to thank for the integration of
sustainability to the life-cycle aspect of the building as well as to operations performed by
other actors during the life-cycle (Sayce et al., 2007).

2.3.3 Retail and Consumption Perspective
2.3.3.1 Retail in the City Structure
In the 1980s there was a boom in building shopping centres, warehouse parks and other
out-of-town superstores at motorway and ring road intersections, and fields outside the
cities. This was mainly a reaction to restrictions and compromises that characterised town
centre developments (Hampson, 2007). Since the beginning of the 21st century, however,
there has been a noticeable return to the centre when it comes to retail development (Dixon
2005). Higher urban density being commonly seen as the sustainable urban form (Gordon
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and Richardson, 1997; Van der Waals, 2000), and the public policies stating that shopping
centres are to be situated in such a way that they are reached by means of public traffic
(Heinimäki, 2012), have in Finland lead retail development returning to town centres.
Hampson (2007) underlines the benefits of thriving retail in the city centre and mean that
out-of-town retail will impact town centres negatively by leaving them less attractive with
only little retail.
Retail property development as any other kind of property development is complex and
requires plenty of collaboration in development and planning. Committing finance and
resources is a crucial step something that must be recognised by all parties. A planning
system based on balance and partnership would allow the retail industry to play its part in
creating a safe, prosperous and sustainable towns and cities. (Hampson, 2007)
The development pipeline in Western markets is expected to be increasingly composed of
shopping centre extensions according to a report made by Cushman & Wakefield (2013b).
The same report states that shopping centre growth in Finland is expected to be the
strongest among the Western European countries up to the end of year 2014.
Retail invests in people and places, and it indicated to play an important role in the
regeneration and well-being of towns, cities and urban areas. Not only is retail the link
between production and consumption, but it is also a major employer. The impacts of such
retail development that provides a competitive offering and fills an unmet retail demand,
creates according to Dixon (2005) a virtuous cycle that leads to increased disposable
income, consumer demand, local jobs, business sales, consumer traffic, security and local
spending. Dixon’s suggested virtuous circle is pictured in Figure 14. (Dixon, 2005)

Figure 14 The virtuous circle generated by a retail development filling unmet retail demand. (Dixon, 2005)

2.3.3.2 ICT Impacts on Retail
“The internet has not only changed the way we communicate and share, it is now
transforming how we work, how we play, and, of course, how we shop”, on online
shopping by Cushman & Wakefield (2013a). Hjelt (2013) speaks about the rising of
Generation C: connected, communicating, content-centric, computerized, communityoriented, and always clicking. The successful combination of online and offline worlds will
be a powerful source of competitive advantage to the best retailers and centres. The online
world provides the intelligence to support personalisation and customer service while
physical stores will continue to provide accessibility. The traditional physical store will
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also not loose importance in creating brand profile through the ability to deliver a real
experience. (Cushman & Wakefield, 2013a).
Internet is suggested to drive down sales in the physical stores leading to expression of
concern amongst those involved in retail property (Dixon and Marston 2002). If storebased trade is reduced it might lead to margins being reduced, and would hence reduce the
ability to pay rents (Dixon and Marston, 2002; Cushman & Wakefield, 2013a). According
to the Cushman & Wakefield report (2013a), this radical change is a clear threat to those
retailers and property owners who cannot adapt to the new trends and requirements.
There are however, varying views on how e-commerce will affect the values of real estate,
and little empirical research has been published on the topic. Hietala (2014) indicate that etailing will remain one of the many retail channels of distribution and will not replace the
high street, whereas Knight Frank (2000, in Dixon and Marston, 2002) takes this one step
further by implying that e-commerce will definitely challenge the high street, but not wipe
it out. Dixon and Marston (2002) conclude that e-commerce is expected to have little
impact on existing retail floor space but effects are uneven depending largely on the retail
product.
The result of customers seeking convenience from online shopping is a change in the
geocentric shopping pattern: the importance of distance and location are no longer as
important as they were before. Retailers will have to follow their customers online if they
seek to maintain their revenue streams, and this migration of sales to the internet, will most
likely create a shift in individual store performance. Retailers alter their sales channel
matrix and this affects leasing strategy. The consequence is, therefore, an impact on rent
and property values, and lender and investor expectations. It becomes essential for
landlords to in the future, evaluate the e-commerce abilities of the tenants, and property
owners would similarly need to consider optional reuse potential of their real estate.
(Dixon and Marston, 2002) It stands clear, that there is yet no right answer on the optimum
store network nor any proven right balance between sales channels, and needs will
continue to evolve as retailers experiment, something that landlords must adapt to
(Cushman & Wakefield, 2013a). The pattern of change started by online commerce is
pictured by Dixon and Marston (2002) in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Pattern of change started by online commerce. (Dixon and Marston, 2002)

The natural retailer response to increasing online sales has been to develop a multichannel
model where online and offline channels complement instead of outperform each other
(Dixon and Marston, 2002; Hietala, 2014). The growth of click and collect, as well as
showrooming, underlines the existing importance of physical stores in the supply chain,
and the offering of new services such as delivery or pick-up will make shopping centres a
vital part in the infrastructure of retailing (Cushman & Wakefield, 2013a). Furthermore,
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The honeycomb visualization by Hietala (2014) in Figure 16 shows particular features
characterizing different types of shopping centres. It indicates a development towards a
centre with city centre characteristics, which is suggested to include all the pieces in the
honeycomb. The traditional shopping centre stands for the pink coloured section, services
emphasised brings along the green features, whereas the grey pieces picture new trends in
retail and shopping centre development. City centre characteristic is finally achieved
through the addition of traffic, housing, offices and hotels.
Shopping centre attractiveness becomes increasingly important as shopping centres
compete for customers (Howard, 2007; Hietala, 2014). “The addition of leisure and
entertainment activities to shopping centres might extend catchment area, encourage
visitors to stay longer, encourage visitors to spend more, draw extra visits or attract the
target customer better”, suggests Howard (2007). Proven is, that retail combined with
leisure and entertainment provides better marketability (Howard, 2007).
The ultimate solution would be that traditional shopping centres are able to offer retailers
trading environments with possibilities to combine physical and online space. Integrating
internet with conventional retail channels may be the factor bringing competitive
advantage in the future. (Dixon and Marston 2002) Moreover, the shopping centre should
as stated by Hietala (2014) provide both time efficient affordable shopping, and time
consuming experimental shopping. The dimensions of shopping based on customer needs
are pictured by Howard (2007) in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Dimensions of shopping. (Howard, 2007)

Shopping centre management will become more challenging due to e-commerce. Shopping
centre owners will have to learn how to determine the right tenant mix where spending
growth is captured and tenants running a risk for online diversion such as books and music
are minimised (Dixon and Marston, 2002). Furthermore, the different shopping dimensions
have to be managed as they will have an impact on the physical retail real estate (Howard,
2007).
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2.4 Value Creation in Sustainable Urban Development
As stated by Kuronen (2011) the nature of urban development is twofold: it is both the
actual process and the end-product of that particular process. These two are of course
connected and using the logic adopted by Kostiainen (2002): ‘the better the process the
better the end-product’. Creating value for the customer includes value creation for actors
involved during the process, as stated in the section for value creation in this chapter.

2.4.1 Current Challenges in Value Creation
The complexity of sustainable urban development is widely recognised (WBCSD, 2007;
Ristimäki, 2010; Väyrynen, 2010; Kuronen, 2011). Large urban development processes
tend to be very long in duration indicating that economic circumstances, people involved,
decision makers and even governments may change before the process has come to its end
(Väyrynen, 2010).
The conventional process of urban development is visualized by Väyrynen (2010) in
Figure 18. The desired outcome of the process is the satisfaction of needs. These needs are
usually related to future residents and other end-users of the new area. In each of the
separate phases actors involved in the process may have goals of their own concerning
their particular activities and customers or business motives. This biased setting often leads
to less co-operation and finally to unsatisfied needs.

Figure 18 The conventional process of urban development characterised by difference in needs. (Väyrynen,
2010)
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Challenges to value creation in urban development when implementing the conventional
process (Väyrynen, 2010):
1. Visions do not steer the process until implementation
The vision and area related goals often seem to lose power relatively quickly.
Innovative targets commonly agreed upon in the beginning are forgotten or ignored
when costs have to be cut or minimized. This might also lead to the project time
span being drawn out.
2. Discontinuities exist in the knowledge transfer across the various phases in the
process
Here it is implied that as the development process is clearly divided in two parts,
planning and implementation, the knowledge transfer between these two phases
might not be efficient enough and the process becomes disturbed. Moreover, the
network of actors involved may change.
3. There is a lack of attention given to use and maintenance of the new area
When the actors involved towards the end of the process have little connection to
the previous stages such as initial development and planning, they might find it
difficult to commit to targets and visions that they have not been involved in setting
themselves.
Another problem is that different criteria within the categories or stages of development
may interest different stakeholders, and stakeholders may fail to recognise the link between
their interest and criteria within other categories (Haapio, 2012). Smedby and Neij (2013)
indicate that there also appears to be a tension between consensus and cutting-edge
solutions, and there is a clear difficulty in integrating consideration of environmental
concerns in the process.
Furthermore, the lack of leadership throughout the entire process is advocated to effect
value creation in a negative way (Väyrynen, 2010). Although there seems to be willingness
to adopt new practices leading to more sustainable construction and development, very few
companies within the field see it as their own responsibility to drive the change, something
that can be seen as a hint of the conservatism and disintegration that the building industry
is known for (WBCSD, 2007). The results to a study made by WBCSD (2007) on
contribution to sustainability can be seen in Figure 19. The study shows that apparently
businesses are not that eager on pioneering and being forerunners, but they are ready to
adopt new practices after they are tested by others or have become industry standard.
Concerning lack of leadership, Ziegler (2010) raises discussion about the demand of an
Urban Design Manager to ensure maximization of value creation through firm
management in development projects.
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Figure 19 Study on contribution to sustainability: “What do you see as the role of your company in the
adoption of sustainable building practices?” (WBCSD, 2007)

Andelin and Sarasoja (2013) advocate that due to the financial global state and the recent
financial crisis, business as usual has been carefully overlooked, and it is widely
acknowledged that businesses will face challenges in staying competitive and achieving
sustainable development. Businesses are still adapting to the societal increased demand of
sustainability, and the optimal value proposition solution remains yet for many to be found
(Woodruff, 2001; Porter and Kramer, 2011; Andelin and Sarasoja, 2013; Rangone, 2013).

2.4.2 Suggested Solutions to Value Creation
2.4.2.1 Partnerships and Learning
Urban development calls for partnerships as the urban environment has become more
complex than ever before, a finding made by Kuronen (2011) through extensive literature
review work. Denig (2012) also underline the importance of partnership and advocate that
long-term relations between stakeholders are important in striving for sustainable urban
development. A partnership is, according to Kuronen (2011), a tool for achieving goals
shared by the parties involved in the development process. By the formulation of a
common vision mediating between interests becomes possible, and clear shared priorities
may also help accelerate the planning or meet various environmental goals (Smedby and
Neij, 2013). Moreover, common strategies for ecological sustainability and social justice
might emerge from an open and well-informed planning process (Väyrynen, 2010).
In a partnership, according to Ziegler (2010) in agreement with negotiation theory, the key
element is to manage the urban development process in such a way, that as many
stakeholders as possible achieve as many individual targets as possible. This kind of
optimisation lies the foundation for greater commitment between the stakeholders through
the satisfaction of needs, and the final construct is of higher quality and hence more
valuable (Ziegler, 2010).
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According to Kostiainen (2002) learning is a qualitative property of the development
process and so the more learning takes place, the higher is the quality of the process i.e. the
better is the partnership. This would indicate that learning can indirectly be seen as a part
of the value creation process. This emphasis on learning during the development process is
also underlined by Kuronen (2011). In general, any kind of sustainable development
benefits from strategies where the learning process characterised by full involvement of
stakeholders (Bagheri and Hjort, 2006). Hjelt (2013) emphasises accordingly that an ever
increasing part of value created will be intangible in the future.
2.4.2.2 Partnerships – Urban Development as a Social System
Kuronen (2011) means that a systems view is a supporting view of the urban development
process. He states that the urban development process is a subsystem to the systems of
economics, government, and politics, and as systems in a postmodern networked society
are highly intertwined, no system can be totally separate from any of the rationalities that
exist outside the examined particular system. Due to the complexity of the urban
development process a partnership is created, in order to ensure that all necessary roles
within an urban development project are implemented. Moreover, he advocates that the
urban development process is a form of partnership, in which each individual party has
something, a resource, or a form of power that the others want or want to be used in a way
that serves their intentions. It is highly likely that disagreement over ways to operate or
outcome emerge, and there has to be a general consensus to create agreement and
consistency in the project (Väyrynen, 2010; Kuronen, 2011).
Kuronen’s research suggests that the 4P (Public-Private-People Partnership) concept
provides good opportunities in enhancing sustainability in urban development processes.
The 4P as a social system can according to him, add flexibility and help deal with the
complexity of the urban development process, which again enables alternative approaches
and solutions to be considered and even taken into use. The 4P model is advocated to
possibly be more adaptive than the traditional process in adopting and facilitating
sustainability issues. It can bring the actors closer to each other without anyone having to
give up their position. Fundamentally Kuronen advocates that all the parties enter the
partnership deliberatively and holistically to interact with each others to fulfil their own
needs. These interactions are explained by customership. A conclusion however, is that the
parties in the 4P partnership are interdependent in a reciprocal way, that is, new
development will not happen unless co-operation takes place and individual needs are
satisfied. (Kuronen, 2011)
2.4.2.3 Partnerships – Urban Development as a Network
Value is created through satisfaction of needs, trust and communication, and sharing
knowledge and capabilities, and furthermore, value creation starts according to Väyrynen
(2010) from understanding the following:

1. The complexity of the urban development process, and recognising that
multiple actors are involved
The official actors in an urban development process are many (Figure 21). Väyrynen
categorises them into seven groups: municipal authorities, elected officials, land owners,
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consultants, developers and constructors, residents and other users of the area. In Finland it
is also not uncommon that property companies or retail actors have the status of developers
or are granted preliminary holdings of land (Vantaa, 2013). These actors become members
of the network.
2. The business perspectives of these multiple actors involved
It is of great importance to recognise that different actors might have different end
customers, and hence completely different motivations and needs.
The urban development network is presented in Figure 20. When the process management
approach is applied to the development of the built environment it is essential that the
process starts from a thorough definition of needs. Furthermore, the process has to be
directed towards the satisfaction of these needs in a continuous manner. When considering
the built environment customers are usually replaced by end-users of the area that is being
developed. In addition to future residents, the term user or end-user refers in this context to
companies and service providers that are expected to operate in the area, as well as to their
employees and customers.

Figure 20 The Urban Development Network (Väyrynen, 2010).

Väyrynen (2010) summarises the essential elements in network management theories and
relates them to the application potential in respect to urban development. The summary is
presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 Network theories applied in urban development (Väyrynen, 2010).
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2.4.2.4 Shared Value
Andelin and Sarasoja (2013) have studied how the principles of shared value creation by
Porter and Kramer (2011) can be applied to the built environment. Due to the fact that built
environment and construction has high economic influence as well as environmental and
social impacts, Andelin and Sarasoja (2013) underline the significant role the built
environment plays in sustainable development, and state that it therefore has a significant
potential also in shared value creation. This combined with urban development being a
multi-stakeholder activity with impacts on all dimensions of sustainability: social,
economic and environmental (Shen et al., 2011; Tanguay et al., 2010; Väyrynen, 2010;
Kuronen, 2011; Smedby and Neij, 2013), would imply that there may be a case for such a
shared value or co-creation thinking.
Enhancing the competitiveness of a company through such policies and operating
practices, that simultaneously advance economic and social conditions in the communities
in which the company operates, can be considered as a definition to shared value creation.
Creating shared value and reducing environmental impacts should be integrated into new
business strategies. It is advocated that sustainability and shared value creation should be
seen as business model innovation in companies, but also in the community and society.
This is because new innovations and business models can in turn create more innovation,
positive environmental impact and even financial benefit. More importantly, a business
model with integrated shared value creation could be seen as a long-term strategic
investment in sustainability. Moreover, it is an investment in a sustainable living
environment and in business with common goals for sustainability. Andelin and Sarasoja
(2013) challenge the urban development industry: “New green and shared value business
logics need to be found to build new cities that serve growing urban populations”. (Andelin
and Sarasoja, 2013)
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is an outcome of successful shared value creation between stakeholders within the urban
development process.
In the first phase of the information retrieval some 80 scientific articles were found and the
relevance of them was determined based on the abstracts. The remaining relevant articles
lead to new information retrieval sessions, and this article data reduction continued until
there were 16 key articles and the same amount of supporting topic related articles.
In addition to the scientific articles, several recent topic related doctoral dissertations and
internationally recognised reports and publications were used as sources of information.
Attended lectures and presentations given by professionals, including lecture and
presentation material, have also contributed to the establishment of the literature review.

3.1.2 Thematic Interviews
Method
The interviews were executed as half structured individual thematic interviews,
characteristic to qualitative research study (Creswell, 2009; Hirsijärvi and Hurme, 2004).
The aim of the thematic interviews is to determine the different stakeholder targets and
expectations for the development of Kivistö. More specifically, what are the tangible and
intangible – abstract and concrete – expectations for the final construct and the area as an
entity. Finding large target differences supports the first research question, indicating the
existence of challenges in co-operation and common target setting. Similarities in
stakeholder targets show that there is a foundation for shared value creation and cooperation, something that advocates a possible solution to suggested value creation
difficulties and provides an answer to the second research question. Moreover, stakeholder
specific justification for these expectations is desired, in order to increase collective
understanding of targets set. The preliminary purpose of the thematic interviews however,
is to recognise recurrent expectations (themes), amongst the stakeholders, that could
further be translated into shared project values through applying the OPL framework.
An interview is in general, seen as a pleasant way to collect information since it is as a
situation similar to that of natural conversation (Creswell, 2009). Besides, the interviewee
usually knows what is expected, and the researcher on the other hand, is prepared to
receive complex and extensive information. Although the method of interview is extremely
time consuming, it is beneficial that all interviewees can be reached later on if
specifications or additional information is required. (Hirsijärvi and Hurme, 2004) A typical
feature for qualitative research approaches like interviews and observations, are that they
require the researcher to make interpretations of the data, and researcher collaboration with
the participants is usually required to some extent during interviews and observation
situations. (Creswell, 2009)
In half structured or unstructured interviews the interviewees have according to Foddy
(1995), the tendency to provide socially acceptable and expected answers as well as
information about topics irrelevant to the interview. Moreover, people often strive to
position themselves in relation to others and it can become a challenge for the interviewer
to interpret answers given in respect to this biased setting (Foddy, 1995). Especially the
latter is carefully to be considered in this process, as the composition of stakeholders
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In
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strategies. This biased setting made it necessary to let the interviewee set the pace and
limits for the interview, something that has to be taken into account in the critical
assessment of the study.
Data Analysis
The data analysis was done as a thematic analysis according to relevance. The interviews
were first transcribed. The transcribed data was then reduced to a list of expected and
desired targets for the Kivistö project. In this stage the names of the interviewees remained
connected to the answers. The data reduction was conducted seprarately to each of the 22
interviews, all reduced to 7-15 expectations. There were a total number of 220 individually
mentioned expectations. This extensive list was then reduced further, according to the
principles of thematic analysis, through categorizing expectations according to 20 most
frequently occurred answers. In this stage interviewee names were separated from answers,
and answers were categorized according to the four existing stakeholder groups.
A comparison between stakeholder answers was done for each of the 20 categories. The
stakeholder answers were translated into percentages to enable the comparison. The
percentages are derived from how many stakeholder representatives emphasise a particular
category during the interview. To explain the logic, if five out of the total seven
municipality representatives emphasise category x, then the given percentage for the
municipality in that category is 5/7 = 71 %. A comprehensive table on these percentages
over the 20 categories is presented in Appendix 3. Great differences in target opinions give
indication of challenges concerning shared value creation within the development process,
and are meant to function as a confirmation to the first research question. Similarities are
expected to suggest possible solutions to problems, or at least to indicate areas where
shared value can be created, in accordance to the second research question.
As the OPL framework had functioned as a foundation for the interviews, the thematic data
reduction was reflected onto the OPL framework, in order to find an answer to the third
research question of whether OPL can function as a facilitator to the process of sustainable
urban development. The data is displayed using the framework. Although the framework
had in general been seen as a useful tool in creating discussion on targets related to
sustainability, especially environmental sustainability, the sustainability principles did not
fully cover or describe the stakeholder targets. The list was categorized into relevant
themes instead of directly using the OPL sustainability principles (Table 5). The themes
were then reflected onto the framework. Four themes are displayed on the outside of the
framework as they are perceived to have an impact across all principles. The life-cycle
aspect was not taken into account when reflecting themes onto the OPL framework, and
this was due to the difficulty of finding reliable material on what activities have most
impact in which phase of the life-cycle. Instead it was seen as nothing can be discarded at
this moment during the important design phase. The frequency of answers were translated
into percentages and displayed as area take-up meaning a small circle visualises a low
answering percentage and a large circle a large answering percentage. The circles were
placed onto the framework to show how stakeholder targets match OPL sustainability
principles. Conclusions on what fields of sustainability are seen as important by the
different stakeholders were made by looking at where on the OPL framework most circles
were placed.
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OPL Sustainability Principles
Sustainable transport
Equity and local economy
Equity and local economy
Sustainable transport
Zero carbon
Equity and local economy
Land use and wildlife /sust. Water
Culture and community
Sustainable materials
Across all principles
Health and happiness
Across all principles
Culture and community
‐
Sustainable materials
Across all principles
Land use and wildlife
Sustainable transport
Zero waste
Across all principles

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

Target Themes
Traffic, accessibility and confluence of traffic modes
Diversity; residents, consumers, forms of housing
Multi‐channel retail, online retail
Logistics and service‐/maintenance‐/back spaces
Energy efficiency
Possibility to buy an apartment without paying for a car park slot
Recreation areas nearby/easily accessible, urban green, roof top vegetation, water solutions
Places for encounter, social community
Multi‐purpose use of spaces / adaptability & modification possibility
Options / new ideas / future proof thinking
Services; public & private services in a suitable balance
Lifestyle changes required /promoted
People aspect in planning
Other
Material efficiency; material life‐cycle thinking
Learning, co‐operation and interaction amongst stakeholder group
Ecology, eco‐systems
Parking and accessibility for cars from a retail viewpoint
Waste treatment and recycling
Uniform and consistent area development ‐ holistic approach

Table 5 Matching of target themes and OPL Sustainability Principles.

One of the aims for the entire study was to determine differences and similarities in
stakeholder expectations. This was expected to support and verify statements about current
challenges and solutions to these challenges in the process of urban development.
However, due to the marginal amount of interviewees per stakeholder, and the delicate
nature of the stakeholder group per se, a decision to group stakeholders according to their
fields of businesses was taken in the reduction phase. This approach also supports the
overall perspective of division into the categories municipality/property
development/retail. Consultants and specialists are seen as a fourth group in addition to
these categories.

3.1.3 Workshop
Method
A workshop is generally seen to enable innovative and efficient knowledge and thought
sharing. This method of research was included, since a very critical barrier to common goal
setting and shared value creation within the urban development process, according to the
literature review, is lack of co-operation, learning and knowledge-sharing. Co-operation
and knowledge-sharing was enhanced by the workshop. Furthermore, the workshop
functioned as a platform for more informal interaction where stakeholders were given the
opportunity to justify and explain their perspectives on their own and others’ expectations
and targets. The optimistic desired outcome was that the stakeholders would have
“bargained” and compromised on expectations and targets, in order to together achieve a
shared set of values that all stakeholders could have ratified and committed to.
Workshop Participation
A workshop based on the findings of the thematic interviews took place on 26th of
February 2014. The duration of the workshop was four hours and it was arranged in the
Skanska head office in Nauvontie 18, Helsinki. The total number of participants was 21.
The aim was to arrange the workshop for the same people that were interviewed, and hence
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Liiving in speecific, and th
he sustainabbility princiiples were kept
k in mindd throughou
ut the event,,
annd applicabiility of OPL
L is reflectedd in the worrkshop resu
ults.
W
Workshop Structure
S
A
Antti Tuomaainen, directtor of the P
Property Development Services unnit at Skansska was thee
m
main moderaator for the event. In adddition to th
his, the auth
hor of this thesis was responsiblee
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for presenting One Planet Living and the thematic interview results for the group. After
opening words by Tuomainen, the author revised the One Planet Living concept for the
participants by displaying a short publicly available film on the topic and presenting the
concept and the framework translated into Finnish language. Also a short presentation on
planning expectations for sustainability related issues and a possible One Planet Living
endorsement was given by architect Lea Varpanen, chief of planning in Kivistö.
After the introduction and the presentations two co-operation exercises took place. Both
exercises were done in predetermined groups of four to five people. The groups were
predetermined, in order to ensure a mix of stakeholders and cross-scientific, multi-target
discussion and co-operation. A complete list with participant names is found in Appendix
1. The groups were introduced to the findings of the thematic interviews and the material
was also provided as handouts. In the first phase the groups were asked to select five
targets related to sustainability that were commonly agreed upon and seen as highly
important for the development project. The selections were to be justified. In the second
phase the groups were asked to continue working with the selected targets. The groups
were to reflect on what measures and actions the selected targets require and which
stakeholders or external actors do the measures call for. Moreover, the groups were
requested to consider if the selected targets and measures need to be acknowledged already
in the planning process, as the planning is carried out as a form of collaborative planning.
The duration of both exercises was one hour including a short 15 minute presentation of
group specific outcomes after both phases.
Groups were requested to make clear and detailed notes during the workshop. Notes were
made on the actual task, but also comments on the co-operation process were requested.
The author recorded all group presentations in writing and made photos during the
workshop. After the workshop group notes were collected and summarised by the author.
Data Analysis
The raw data from the workshop were group notes on flap board sheets, notes taken by the
author during the group presentations, and photos of the group working phase. First group
notes and the notes of the author were inspected and transcribed into a clearer and more
useful form. At this stage the data was categorised according to groups. All data regarding
the output of each group were brought together in this categorisation. Within each group
the data remained divided into the 4-5 target themes chosen by the groups earlier. Under
each target theme the data remained divided in justifications of why the particular target
was chosen, and in suggestions on what actions the chosen targets require.
A total of 23 target themes were provided by the groups. These 23 targets were coded
according to relevance and rate of appearance. Six themes were repeated twice or more
frequently. Themes emphasised by the groups were extensive but well limited to a certain
area such as energy, nature or transportation. This meant that no drastic interpretations
were required in the coding phase. The chosen themes, or codes, and the content of
workshop answers and their respective coding are displayed in Figure 23 presenting the
two tables. Due to the relatively small amount of data, only 23 so called answers, it was
possible to make a clear display of all the data in one chart of results. The justifications and
action requirements were left as descriptive information behind each of the particular
themes.
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Prrovided Workkshop Answerss / Target Head
dlines
G ROUP 1
1 Green rooff / roof vegetaation
E
F
2 Sustainablee materials
B
3 Enabling walking
w
and cyccling
C
4 Social meeeting places
A
5 Energy effi ciency
G ROUP 2
D
1 Real flexibility ‐ flexibili ty and future proof
H
2 Balanced and active soci ety
B
3 Flexible an
nd efficient traaveling
4 Efficiency i n energy and emissions + liife cycle consttruction A
5 The qualityy of the urban structure/ surrrounding
E
G ROUP 3
G
1 Sustainablee consumption and retail
B
2 A node for transportation
I
3 Local servicces
C
4 Pleasentneess of mobilityy and public lo
ocations
G ROUP 4
D
1 Maximisingg efficiency an
nd utilisation rate
r
J
2 Sustainablee food
E
3 Sustainablee nature and surroundings
s
F
4 Resource in
ntelligence
A
6 Carbon foo
otprint
G ROUP 5
C
1 A central meeting
m
place
K
2 A forum for trade
B
3 Sustainablee tranport solu
utions
E
4 Nature and
d the surround
dings
Fiigure 23 Conttents of workkshop answerss presented in
n reference to
o themes, cateegorisation an
nd number off
apppearance

3.2 Case Descript
D
tion
Thhe case is described
d
in
n detail beloow. The pro
oject situatio
on and the m
motivationss behind thee
deevelopment are essential source innformation for the emp
pirical reseaarch as they
y provide ann
unnderstanding of what th
he initial seetting for sh
hared value creation inn the case deevelopmentt
prrocess is. Moreover,, understannding stak
keholder sttrategies, eespecially concerningg
suustainabilityy, gives an indication
i
tto what can
n be expecteed of the prrocess and whether
w
thee
prrocess proviides an enviironment foor sustainable urban dev
velopment oor not.
Thhe locationn will be explained
e
aand strategiies behind the urban developmeent will bee
prresented maainly from a municip ality viewp
point. This is done ass the strategies of thee
m
municipality are stronglly guiding tthe entire deevelopmentt, and the loocation musst be know,,
inn order to fuully understtand some oof the challlenges for shared valuee creation between
b
thee
stakeholders but also in
n order to uunderstand possible arreas where shared value creationn
oppportunitiess exist. Hereafter
H
thhe projectt backgrou
und and ccurrent situation aree
deemonstratedd through descriptive ffigures. Morreover, the aim for susstainability and projectt
viision are presented
p
together wiith the plaanning proccedure, andd finally, the
t
projectt
stakeholders are introduced.
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3.2.1 Loca
ation
Thhe area of Kivistö
K
is lo
ocated in thhe city of Vantaa, somee 12 kilomeetres North of Helsinkii
neear the Helsinki Intern
national airpport (Figuree 24). Vanttaa with its current po
opulation off
neearly 208,0000, has lifteed its convennient location to be one of the keyy strategies. Four citiess
foorm the Caapital region
n of Finlannd: Helsink
ki, Vantaa, Espoo andd Kauniaineen. Vantaa,,
haaving the only
o
internaational airpport located
d within its city boardders, is witthout doubtt
loogistically extremely
e
well
w
situateed. The ex
xcellent loccation is ffurther emp
phasised inn
inncreasing ciity competitiveness, byy additionaal investmen
nts, such aas the Ring Rail Roadd
raailway link between th
he Helsinkii Airport in
nternational airport andd Helsinki city centree
(M
Metropolitann Area Com
mpetitiveneess Strategy
y, 2009). The
T Ring R
Rail Line will
w by Junee
20015 run acrross Vantaaa in an Eastt-West direction conneecting the m
main rail lin
ne with thee
V
Vantaankoskki rail line, forming a lloop and prroviding a public
p
transsport link between
b
thee
ciity centre of
o Helsinki and the H
Helsinki-Van
ntaa internaational airpoort (FTA, 2014). Thee
aiirport makess Vantaa atttractive for both domestic and inteernational ccompanies as
a a logisticc
gaateway betw
ween Europe and Asia. The city is self-sufficiient in emplloyment. Vaantaa is onee
off the most multi-cultura
m
al cities in F
Finland witth some 11.6
6 per cent oof the citizens having a
fooreign backgground. Thiis characterristic is seen
n as someth
hing positivve and citizeen diversityy
(aage, culturall backgroun
nd, social cllass) has become an essential and desired feaature also inn
urrban development. (Vaantaa, 2014bb)

Figure 24 The location of Kivistö
K
along the Ring Raill Line, in respeect to the Helssinki City Cen
ntre and the
Helsinkki-Vantaa inteernational airp
rport.
(Realprojekkti, 2014)
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3.2.2 Mun
nicipality Strategiies behin
nd the De
evelopm
ment
Prrosperity annd well-bein
ng is ensureed through functioning
f
city governnance and a wide rangee
education, culture andd
off publicly available
a
basic servicess, such as social- and healthcare,
h
hoousing. A recent
r
study
y shows thhat happinesss and prossperity, acccording to residents
r
inn
V
Vantaa, com
me from neaarby services, good public traffic connectioons, maintaained urbann
grreen structuures, and afffordable houusing (Punk
kka, 2014). One of thee current key strategiess
is investing in
i a prospeerous futuree through taaking full advantage
a
oof the oppo
ortunities inn
suustainable urban
u
develo
opment creaated by the accomplishment of thee Ring Rail Road. New
w
urrban develoopment willl be establiished along
g the rail co
onnection, ppictured in Figure 25..
Tiikkurila willl grow into
o a dynamicc centre due to its extrremely finee location, Kivistö
K
willl
beecome a siggnificant urb
ban residenntial area wiith as many
y as 30,000 residents when
w
area iss
coompleted, and
a Aviapollis in conneection to th
he airport will
w become a centre fo
or business..
(V
Vantaa, 2014b) In addition to acceessibility to public trafffic, the new
w urban areaas are to bee
arreas where affordable
a
housing
h
of ggood quality
y can be offfered (Vantaaa, 2013).

Figure 25 The
T new urban developmennt areas establlished along th
he Ring Rail R
Road. (Vantaa
a, 2014b)

ning and urrban develo
opment is to
t create geenuine and sustainablee
Thhe aim withh city plann
urrban environnments. Plaanning is seeen to createe the basis for municippality succeess, but as a
paart of the Metropolitan
M
n region, it is importan
nt that the municipality
m
y is develo
oped also inn
acccordance to
t some off the targetts set for the entire region. Byy suitable and
a
correctt
pllacement off population
n growth thhe city can enable a plleasant livinng environm
ment for itss
reesidents, annd ensure internationa
i
al competittiveness (V
Vantaa, 201 3). Accord
ding to thee
arrchitectural--political prrogram set in 1998, one
o key feaature in urbban develop
pment is too
im
mprove the quality
q
of su
uburban areeas, somethiing that the city is veryy committed
d to and cann
bee seen in the
t ambitio
ous plans ffor Kivistö. Main objjectives forr land use and urbann
deevelopment in Vantaa, are summ
marised in the
t Scorecaard for Urbban Plannin
ng 2014, ass
prresented in Figure
F
26. (Vantaa,
(
20 14a)

Fiigure 26 City of
o Vantaa main objectives ffor land use and urban deveelopment. (Vaantaa, 2014a)
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The ambitious plans for Kivistö represent the municipality’s view of new urban
development with opportunities for sustainability. The municipality has acknowledged the
challenges of the ambitious and extensive plans, and recognises the need for large-scale cooperation with the private sector to successfully achieve what has been planned. A large
new area of 30,000 residents is considered extensive in Finnish perspective and will most
likely require collaboration between various actors to share costs and risks. From a
municipality viewpoint it is of great importance that an exclusive and strong identity is
created and built for the Kivistö area. This makes the area marketable and answers to the
underlying trend of competitiveness. (Vantaa, 2013; Vantaa, 2014a)

3.2.3 Project Background
The City of Vantaa intends to develop a city sub-centre with public and private services
and commerce around the Kivistö Ring Rail Line station serving the new Kivistö
residential area, which is currently under construction. Most of the development is
greenfield development, but the municipality advocates the opportunity to a more
sustainable lifestyle provided by the rail link. Figure 27 displays the development area for
entire Kivistö project, where the red coloured part of approximately 18 hectares, indicates
the case specific area devoted for city centre development. The land is, apart from the road
network and the Ring Rail Line construction site, unbuilt mixed forest, partly owned by the
City of Vantaa, partly by the private estate of Axel and Greta Sandell. Residential
construction has already begun in the surrounding area. (OAS, 2013)

Figure 27 The development area of Kivistö, Vantaa. (OAS, 2013)
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A
According to the plan
nning agreeement, there are five stakeholdders involv
ved in thee
deevelopment of the areaa: two devellopers NCC
C and Skansk
ka, two retaailers HOK--Elanto andd
Ruuokakesko, and the mu
unicipality. Co-operatio
on agreemeents exist beetween the private
p
landd
ow
wner and thhe municipaality, and beetween the landowners
l
and the devvelopment consortium.
c
.
Fuurthermore,, architectss and connsultants arre involved
d in the ddevelopmen
nt process..
Cederqvist & Jäntti Architects arre responsiible for thee shoppingg centre deevelopment,,
w
whereas Artto Palo Rosssi Tikka Arrchitects aree working on
n the entire area design
n. Architectt
Peertti Hakam
mäki functions as an advviser for thee retailers, and
a Anttila & Rusanen
n Architectss
arre responsibble for the design of the residen
ntial block. Traffic deesign is perrformed byy
Trrafix Oy in co-operatio
on with the ttraffic specialists of the City of V
Vantaa. Realprojekti Oyy
stands for exppertise in bu
usiness andd trade. (OA
AS, 2013)
Thhe developm
ment is phased and thhe first phaase consistss of 60,0000 sqm of seervices andd
reetail, and 20,000
2
sqm of residenntial develo
opment. The first phaase is estim
mated to bee
finnished by year
y
end 2017. Includinng the futurre phases th
he developm
ment will co
over a totall
arrea of 150,0000 sqm of built
b
space.. The city su
ub-centre iss to cover thhe demand for
f servicess
inn the entire Kivistö
K
areaa. The curreent project plan
p includiing the diffe
ferent elemeents and thee
traaffic connecctions is picctured in Figgure 28.

Figgure 28 Current plan for thee project by Cederqvist
C
& Jäntti
J
Architeccts (15.4.2014
4)
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ve planningg process, where thee
Thhe planning procedurre is execuuted as a collaborativ
deevelopment consortium
m together with the municipality
m
y, develop the detailed
d city plann
sim
multaneoussly with the developmeent of the prroject. The final
f
plan w
will be appro
oved by thee
Ciity Councill. The futurre residentss and custom
mers of thee area are eend-users of the urbann
deevelopment and plann
ning proceess, and the municipaality has m
made great efforts inn
enngaging thee public in the
t processs through offficial events and partiicipation in
n residentiall
neetworks. (O
OAS, 2013)

3.2.4 Susttainabilitty
Thhis researchh has been conducted mainly as a part of th
he sustainabbility work
k within thee
K
Kivistö sub city
c centre developmen
d
nt project. The
T actual introduction
i
n to sustainaability tookk
pllace in a stakeholder workshop
w
inn June 2013 before th
his thesis w
was begun. During
D
thiss
w
workshop thee team jointly formulaated the core values forr the projecct. Not all values
v
weree
diirectly connnected to greeen buildingg but many
y of them were connectted to vario
ous fields off
suustainabilityy: environm
mental, finanncial and social. The jointly
j
form
mulated pro
oject valuess
caan be seen in
i Figure 29, a “value wheel” useed in projecct marketingg. The main
n idea withh
thhis initial workshop waas to ensuree a common
n agenda an
nd directionn for upcom
ming furtherr
deevelopment. This initiaal workshopp set the deemand for fu
urther reseaarch on com
mmon valuee
crreation and sustainablee area devellopment, something thaat evolved tto be a Masster’s thesiss
toopic.

F
Figure 29 Valuues for the city
ty centre devellopment formu
ulated by the developing
d
coonsortium. (Piicture by Pia
Tolin, 2013).
2

Thhe driver foor the decision to emphhasise sustaainability ass a key elem
ment is the convenientt
loocation that will develo
op into a noode of trafficc due to thee rail link coonnection. A new areaa
deevelopment is also peerceived to provide a good oppo
ortunity for innovativee and well-deesigned infrrastructure that can furrther suppo
ort a sustain
nable lifestyyle. The em
mpirical partt
off this thesiss will help determine w
which elem
ments of enh
hancing susstainability are seen ass
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feasible common targets within the stakeholder group, and which elements and solutions
will be looked into in more detail.

3.2.5 Stakeholders
All stakeholders having preliminary holding to the land and being part of the development
process are presented in this section. The City of Vantaa is not included due to the
inclusiveness of strategies and background information in previous sections.
Stakeholders are shortly presented with a special emphasis on their business specific
sustainability targets. It is crucially important to understand the stance stakeholders have to
sustainability as the initial assumption is that sustainability is seen as an additional effort
whereas business specific targets form the core interest and value driver for the
stakeholders. According to this logic it would be most beneficial for enhancing
sustainability if businesses would have sustainability values comprehensively intergrated
in core business activities.
3.2.5.1 Ruokakesko – Kesko Food
The Kesko Group is a listed Finnish trading sector company with shares quoted on the
NASDAQ OMX Helsinki stock exchange. The Group operates in the food trade, the home
and specialty goods trade, the building and home improvement trade, and the car and
machinery trade. In the case specific project of Kivistö, Kesko indicates the Kesko Food
division, which represents 44 per cent of the Group’s net sales and 69 per cent of its
operating profit. (Kesko, 2012)
Kesko has been a forerunner in corporate responsibility for more than a decade. The Group
has been included in ‘The Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in the World’, by
Dow Jones Sustainability Indices, list since 2005. All three dimensions of sustainability;
financial, environmental and social, are targeted by the extensive corporate responsibility
programs. Global megatrends such as population growth, climate change, technological
development, and the global economy function as guidelines for Kesko’s responsibility
themes and operations. Kesko’s responsibility themes are visualized in the Materiality
Matrix in Figure 30. (Kesko, 2012)
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Fiigure 30 Kessko’s Materia
ality Matrix visualises tarrget themes regarding reesponsibility demanded
d
byy
staakeholders, annd current ma
arket trends. (K
(Kesko, 2014)

K
Kesko preferrs to own itss strategic pproperties. The
T current share of strrategic prop
perties is 533
peer cent (at the
t end of year
y
2013), and owned
d real estate within the Food tradee division iss
4226,000 sqm
m. All real esstate operattions are bassed on the life-cycle
l
effficiency off store sites,,
annd Kesko is
i committeed to consstantly deveeloping new
w energy eefficient so
olutions forr
coonstruction and real esttate use. (Keesko, 2014))
3..2.5.2 HOK
K-Elanto
H
HOK-Elanto,, Helsinki Cooperative
C
e Society Elaanto, is partt of the S-G
Group and it operates inn
niine municippalities in the Greaterr Helsinki area with 300 stores . The main
n operatingg
diivisions are supermarkeet business,, departmen
nt stores, resstaurants, annd service stations
s
andd
fuuel businesss. The S-Grroup consistts of the SO
OK Corporaation with itits subsidiarries and thee
coooperative societies.
s
(H
HOK-Elantoo, 2012)
v
incluude promotion of customer welll-being, domesticallyy
Thhe companny’s core values
HOK-Elantto strives too
m
manufacturedd products and
a supportting the surrrounding co
ommunity. H
bee a leader annd a good example reggarding responsible trad
ding. (HOK
K-Elanto, 2012)
Thhe principlees of sustaiinable deveelopment arre taken intto account in all operations. Thee
m
matrix of reelevance shows the reesponsibility
y scheme and
a its mai
ain fields of emphasiss
(F
Figure 31). Environmen
ntal impactts are minim
mized throu
ughout the bbuilding lifee-cycle, butt
allso in the developmen
nt of purchhasing and
d logistics. As energyy efficiency
y has beenn
reecognised too be the mo
ost importannt means off averting climate changge, particular attentionn
is paid to eneergy efficien
nt constructtion and maaintenance. HOK-Elant
H
to has develloped a few
w
raather successsful smalleer pilot proj
ojects, wherre innovativ
ve and new
w techniques regardingg
ennergy soluttions have been testeed. Other important
i
environment
e
ntal actions are wastee
m
management and especiially waste prevention,, as well ass ensuring pproduct safe
fety. (HOK-Ellanto, 2012))
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Figuure 31 S-Grou
up Matrix of R
Relevance for corporate ressponsibility. (SS-Group, 2012
2)

3..2.5.3 NCC
C
W
With a turnoover of 6 biillion euross in 2013, NCC
N
is onee of the leaading constrruction andd
prroperty development companies inn the Nordiic countriess. The total amount off employeess
w
within the grroup is 18,5
500. The coompany is liisted in the Stockholm
m exchange. In Finlandd
N
NCC operattes in con
nstruction, housing, property developmen
d
nt and infrastructuree
coonstruction. (NCC Finlland, 2014)
Thhe sustainaability work
k of NCC is based on
o a holisttic approacch including all threee
diimensions of
o sustainab
bility – sociial, environ
nmental and
d financial ((Figure 32). The long-teerm sustainaability strattegy underllines both leadership and pioneeer activity in creatingg
atttractive soocial envirronments w
where peop
ple can develop
d
a sustainablee lifestyle..
Suustainabilityy is achieveed through reducing en
nvironmenttal impacts generated by
b both thee
coompany andd its custom
mers. (NCC Group, 201
13)
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Figure 32 NCC’s holistic approach to sustainability, and the slogan interpretation of it. (NCC, 2013)

The company has recently joined several international programs working for enhancing
sustainability, and the UN Global Compact was signed in 2010. The expertise in especially
the field of energy efficient buildings and passive building has given the company an
opportunity to function as a guide to other partners and customers on the path towards
energy responsibility. (NCC Group, 2010)
3.2.5.4 Skanska
Skanska is one of the world’s leading project development and construction companies.
The Group operates mainly in the Nordic region, other European countries and the
Americas, with a total of 57,000 employees carrying out some 12,000 projects yearly. The
parent company of the Group, Skanska AB, is listed in the Stockholm exchange in Sweden
with an annual turnover of nearly 16 billion euros in 2013. Skanska strives to offer
competitive solutions worldwide by making the most of global trends in urbanisation,
demographics and energy, with a focus on green construction, sustainability and ethics.
According to the Skanska Sustainability Agenda, pictured in Figure 33, sustainability is
integral in everything the company does: in all spheres of sustainability the company aims
for global leadership and best practice. Global leadership in sustainability is enhanced
through maintaining the proactive attitude towards environmental management, and
continuously supporting sustainability work performed by international organisations such
as the United Nations. (Skanska, 2013)
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Figure 33 The Skanska Sustainability Agenda. (Skanska, 2013)

3.2.6 Developers’ Focus
The construction companies have been chosen through a competition arranged by the City
of Vantaa to develop and construct the regional centre to be created in the area of Kivistö,
along the new Ring Rail Line in Vantaa. The project is to be developed in close cooperation with the largest becoming retail stakeholders, HOK Elanto and Kesko.
To be able to answer the challenge set by the City of Vantaa, NCC and Skanska examine
whether the holistic publicly available One Planet Living concept is applicable for an
urban development project within the capital region, and further, in Finland. This is best
being done through a case study, where the actions, expectations and opinions of
stakeholders can be collected and monitored. Nothing but project specific information is to
be shared between the developers according to legislation. Besides investigating the OPL
concept, the thesis will pay attention to how shared value is or could be created within the
group through co-operation and mutual understanding of value. It is by all means also
extremely important for both developers to maintain, expand and advance the longestablished customer-developer relationships they have with the other stakeholders.
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4 Findings
Main findings are first presented in relation to research questions. This is done to clarify
the empirical process. After the research question specific presentation of results the
findings from both the thematic interviews and the workshop are presented in more detail.
The general definition that is applied in this chapter is that differences in stakeholder
targets indicate difficulties in achieving target optimisation (satisfaction of as many targets
as possible), which in turn implies less shared value creation in the urban development
process. Similarities in expected targets amongst stakeholders indicate opportunities for
collaboration, mutual understanding and shared value creation. Furthermore, the link to
sustainability remains. A successful development process characterised by shared value
creation is indicated to be more prone to provide possibilities for promoting sustainability.
This is aligned with the initial assumption that sustainability is still often seen as an
additional effort and investment. If stakeholder business targets are not met through shared
value creation and target optimisation, there is a great risk for sustainability fall-out.
Creating value for the businesses gives a greater possibility to promoting sustainability in
urban development.
Current challenges concerning shared value creation in urban development aiming
for sustainability
The thematic interviews clearly show that there is a common concern amongst the
stakeholders about how individual business targets are met or ensured in the development
process. All stakeholder groups have a firm understanding of which targets are defined as
own critical success factors in the project, representing non-negotiable expectations.
Largest disagreements over importance exist regarding the themes fro customer parking for
consumers, public and private services, and the possibility to buy an apartment without
having to pay for the construction of car parking. Another challenge seems to be the
feasibility of additional investments in especially sustainability. Ambitious visions about
innovative sustainability solutions are advocated mainly by the municipality and other
stakeholder sustainability experts, whereas the managerial level emphasises feasibility and
cost-efficiency. There is a clear division between inter-organisational levels or hierarchies
(management-project-sustainability), and a common understanding in similar hierarchies
across organisations (management versus sustainability experts).
The workshop answers were extremely extensive and each of the themes include a wide
range of sustainability related targets that further lead to issues of feasibility and
suggestions of which stakeholders ought to be responsible or involved in the execution of
which targets. A strong argument emphasised mainly by retailers and experts was that
additional cost for promoting sustainability is not eagerly supported by them, whereas the
developers seem to believe in differentiation through sustainability. Developers accept
additional costs generated by promoting sustainability if it makes the project more
marketable and hence sellable, or if the end-customer, the future investor, requires such
solutions to be made.
Possible solutions to shared value creation difficulties
Four target themes are stressed to be important by all four stakeholder groups in the
interviews. These themes are traffic, accessibility and confluence; energy efficiency; social
community through encounters and the diversity of people in the area. Learning from
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nderlined bby mainly experts and
d developeers, but alsso retailers..
prrevious proojects is un
M
Moreover, thhere seems to be a geenuine williingness to co-operatioon and com
mmon targett
seetting.
Thhe co-operaation betweeen stakeholdders during
g the worksh
hop was rath
ther good an
nd commonn
taargets were found with
hout greateer difficultiees. The maain commonn targets were
w
energyy
effficiency, trransportatio
on, meetingg places, naature and/orr surroundin
ings, flexibility and/orr
uttilization ratte, and sustainable matterials. Com
mmunication
n and know
wledge-shariing were onn
ann acceptablee level from
m a spectatoor viewpoin
nt. No stakeholder waas more dom
minant thann
thhe others, although thee municipall strong position regarrding plannning was no
oticeable ass
otther stakehoolders seem
med to seek for verificaation for sug
ggested targgets from municipality
m
y
reepresentatives.
O
One Planet Living ad
ddressing id
dentified challenges
c
and facilittating the process off
su
ustainable urban
u
deveelopment
Thhe One Plannet Living framework
f
ffunctioned as a conven
nient foundaation for thee interviewss
allthough not all stakeho
olders were able to pro
ovide input for every suustainability
y principle..
Thhe abstracttness of th
he framewoork was mentioned
m
as
a a negatiive factor by severall
innterviewees..
Thhe workshoop was a good
g
exampple of crosss-scientific collaboratioon and willlingness too
shhare knowleedge betweeen the stakeeholders. In
nteraction was
w encouraaged and faacilitated byy
thhe OPL fram
mework thro
ough the shhort presentaation of inteerview resuults. This functioned ass
booth a discuussion open
ning and ass a checklist of sustainability arreas to be covered orr
toouched in thhe subsequ
uent group discussionss. The main
n results inn relation to
t the OPL
L
framework arre pictured in Table 7.. Both main
n areas for shared
s
valuue creation opportunity
o
y
(X
X) and challlenges to shared
s
valuue creation (Y) are vissualised in the table. Three
T
mainn
thhemes are feeatured in bo
oth intervieew and work
kshop resultts and are em
mphasised in
i colour.

Tablee 7 Main findiings in relatioon to the OPL framework.
f
X = opportunitty, Y= challen
nge.
.
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4.1 Thema
atic Interrview Re
esults
A significantt common concern
c
revvealed in 13
3 out of 22 interviews w
was the com
mplexity off
thhe Kivistö project.
p
The results shhow that th
he diversity
y of the staakeholder teeam makess
inndeed the project
p
chaallenging, bbut some shared targ
gets can bee found. A commonn
viiewpoint waas that a pro
oject includding retail, public
p
serviices and ressidential is challenging
c
g
buut will alsoo open up opportunitie
o
es for innov
vation. A recurring
r
oppinion was bearing inn
m
mind lessonns learnt from
fr
previoous large and similaar urban ddevelopmen
nt projects..
Innnovative suustainable solutions aree in generall demanded
d and desiredd by everyo
one, but thee
obbvious truthh is that fin
nance will become a restrictive factor, som
mething meentioned byy
m
many. The thhematic inteerview resullts are displayed in Figure 34 as a chart and in
n Figure 355
thhey are refleected onto the OPL frramework. An
A enlargement of thee chart disp
play can bee
foound in Apppendix 3.

Fiigure 34 Them
matic interview
w results displlayed accordin
ng to stakehollder groupingg

Thhe categoriies or targeet themes, in which all stakeho
older groupps have an answeringg
peercentage of
o 50 or mo
ore, are pre sented in more
m
detail below. Theese themes are traffic,,
ennergy efficiency, sociaal encounterrs, and resid
dential diveersity. A com
mmon high
h answeringg
peercentage inndicates a possibility
p
tto common target settiing and areaas for oppo
ortunities inn
shhared value creation. A more com
mprehensivee table of an
nswering ppercentages is found inn
A
Appendix 3.
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Fiigure 35 The thematic
t
interview findings reflected onto
o the OPL fram
mework

r
vvisualises clearly whicch stakehollder emphaasise whichh
Thhe OPL framework reflection
suustainabilityy principle the
t most. R
Retailers lay
y much importance on transport, parking
p
andd
loogistics, devvelopers seeem to find waste and community
y encouters essential, whereas
w
thee
m
municipality has got plenty of foccus on softeer values su
uch as heallth and hap
ppiness andd
loocal equity. The results are identicaal to Figuree 34, they arre only displlayed differrently usingg
thhe OPL fram
mework. Th
he themes tthat are nott reflectablee onto the fframework as such aree
diisplayed nexxt to it as th
hemes cuttinng across acctors and sustainability principles.

4.1.1 Trafffic, Acce
essibility
y and Confluence
e
Trraffic, accesssibility and
d easy efforrtless transiition betweeen differentt modes of traffic, wass
em
mphasised by
b everyon
ne (Figure 336) and is clearly a common tarrget althoug
gh differentt
stakeholders have somewhat differrent viewpo
oints. The municipality
m
y stresses pu
ublic trafficc
annd the trainn link conneection proviided by thee completion of the Riing Rail Lin
ne in 2015..
A
Also extensive, safe an
nd easy cyccling and walking
w
nettworks are essential from
f
a cityy
peerspective as
a they prom
mote a sustaainable lifesstyle and ciitizen well-bbeing. Deveelopers andd
exxperts suppoort the estab
blishment oof a wide mu
ulti-mode trraffic netwoork through advocatingg
hiigher attracttiveness, ass in attractinng project in
nvestors, co
onsumers annd home bu
uyers to thee
neew area. Intterviewees with experiience in ressidential dev
velopment all underlin
ned that thee
raail connectiion will un
nquestionabbly make the
t
area atttractive foor people looking
l
forr
suustainable liiving. Retaiilers requiree that the sh
hopping cen
ntre is to bee accessiblee especiallyy
byy car and public
p
traffiic, and the provided customer
c
paarking is too be large and
a easy too
acccess. As discovered
d
in
i literaturee review, good
g
trafficc connectionns are a keey to retaill
suuccess, andd with the current chaallenges of multi-chan
nnel retailinng the conn
nectivity iss
inncreasingly emphasised
d in retail reeal estate development.
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Figure 366 The results for
f the target ttheme on traff
ffic, accessibiliity and confluuence of trafficc modes

4.1.2 Enerrgy Effic
ciency
Thhe stakeholders’ emphasis on enerrgy efficien
ncy is displaayed in Figuure 37. It is noteworthyy
too mention that
t
energy
y efficiencyy is a subject also touched on iin many of the otherr
caategories. Frrom retail perspective
p
energy efficiency mean efficient rrefrigerating apparatuss
inn hypermarkkets and reccycling the condensed
d heat produ
uced in thee refrigeratin
ng process..
Both retailerrs involved in the Kivvistö project have und
dergone exteensive enerrgy savingss
prrocedures and
a investm
ments regardding refrigerrating activity in their existing prremises andd
thhey are bothh committed
d to bring thhe best available techno
ology also tto this projeect. Expertss
annd developers see energy efficieency as so
omething obvious,
o
and
nd would be
b keen onn
addvocating more
m
innov
vative soluttions. Moree innovativ
ve solutionss are, however, oftenn
coonstrained by
b the diffiiculty to att
ttach financcial value th
hem as revvealed in th
he literaturee
reeview. The municipalitty sees enerrgy efficien
ncy as something that should be reached alll
thhe way to the future residents iin the areaa through apartment
a
oor househo
old specificc
m
measurementt of energy and water consumptio
on. Household specificc measurem
ment is seenn
ass a way to guide
g
consu
umers to life
festyle change, and help
p them to bbecome morre aware off
thhe excess coonsumption
n that currenntly takes place.
p
Overaall, sustainaability specialists from
m
alll stakeholder groups argue
a
for inccreased inn
novation and
d more radiical sustainaable energyy
soolutions, whhereas the management
m
t level emp
phasises the balance beetween investment costt
annd gained monetary
m
ben
nefit.

Figure 37 Resultss for the targeet theme on en
nergy efficienccy
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4.1.3 Sociial Comm
munity th
hrough Encounte
E
ers
Thhe third cattegory is en
nhancementt of the soccial commun
nity through
gh creation of
o differentt
pllaces for soocial encoun
nter. Resultss are displaayed in Figu
ure 38. Eveen though reetailers andd
exxperts agreee with what was discovvered throug
gh the literaature review
w, that onlin
ne shoppingg
is a part of future
fu
retailiing, they pooint out thatt certain needs like soccial interacttion as welll
ass eating andd drinking cannot be ttotally replaaced by acttivities oveer the intern
net. From a
deeveloper annd municipaality viewpooint, social encounterss are perceiv
ived as one of the keyy
asspects to heaalth and hap
ppiness as eencounters indicate
i
soccial inclusion
on, identity and
a culture..
Thhe diversitty of placees for encoounter is also
a
mentio
oned. Bothh inside an
nd outside,,
sppontaneous and planned
d encounterrs for peoplle of all agees are to be encouraged
d by skillfull
urrban planninng and deveelopment.

Figure 38 Results
R
for the target theme on social com
mmunity and eencounters

4.1.4 Dive
ersity of Residents, Cons
sumers, and
a Form
ms of Ho
ousing
Inn accordance to overalll strategies oof city com
mpetitivenesss, diversity within the communityy
is seen as a desired ph
henomenonn also by the
t develop
pment conssortium, and strongestt
em
mphasised by
b the mun
nicipality (F
Figure 39). Developers
D
and expertts share the perceptionn
off diversity as
a a prerequ
uisite for a successful community
y structure with the municipality,
m
,
buut in additioon to this they
t
see divversity as a possibility
y for busineess and inn
novation, ass
diiversity brinngs a large variety of demand in housing an
nd the urban
an structure in general..
Thhere has to be ‘someth
hing for evveryone’. A good exam
mple of thiss is differen
nt forms off
hoousing: ow
wner-occupaation, rentaal, student and senio
or housing,, and assisted livingg
faacilities. Diversity in forms of hhousing is expected to
o automaticcally bring residentiall
diiversity to the
t area. From a retaiil perspectiive the diveersity of coonsumers will
w supportt
m
multi-channeeled sales, as it is suppoosed that different peop
ple choose ddifferent ch
hannels, andd
it will most likely
l
ensurre a larger range of prroducts in stores.
s
Moreeover, the retail
r
sectorr
exxpects to crreate local jobs, someething which is indicatted to creatte a virtuou
us circle inn
urrban living as
a stated in the literaturre review by Dixon (20
005).
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Figure 39 Reesults for the target
t
theme on
o diversity

oncept and tthe marketab
bility were underlined generally by
b everyonee
Thhe area idenntity, the co
eiither direct or through other answ
wers. Everyb
body appearr to understtand the diffferentiationn
poossibilities provided by
b the excceptional lo
ocation. Esspecially thhe management levell
adddresses thee investmen
nt-benefit baalance not only
o
in enerrgy efficienncy solutions, but in alll
addditional innnovation an
nd sustainabbility propossitions. Mon
ney is a goood consultan
nt and theree
is a limit to how many
y new innoovative susttainability solutions
s
caan be inclu
uded in onee
prroject. The category laabelled as ‘oother’ inclu
udes variouss expectatioons and com
mments thatt
diid not directtly match an
ny of the chhosen 20 cattegories.

4.1.5 Diss
sents
Eaach stakehoolder group emphasisess business specific
s
targ
gets as wass expected. The largestt
taarget differeences are dissplayed in F
Figure 40. Retailers
R
und
derline the iimportance of parking,,
w
well designedd logistics and
a infrastrructure in addition to multi-chann
m
nel retailing
g. They alsoo
w
want to mainntain optionss on future developmen
nt or restruccturing as itt remains un
nclear whatt
thhe impacts of
o online saales have onn traditionaal physical stores.
s
The municipality does nott
em
mphasise reetail parking
g at all. It argues for sustainability throughh lifestyle change,
c
andd
taargets issuess that encou
urage lifestyyle change amongst residents suchh as alternaative modess
off traffic, reccreation areas, and a poossibility to
o buy an apartment witthout paying
g indirectlyy
foor the consttruction of parking
p
spaaces. The laatter is also advocated by develop
pers but thee
reeason to thiis remains unspecified
u
d. Public serrvices and recreation aareas, as feeatures of a
heealthy life, are
a mention
ned by everyyone exceptt retailers, something
s
sslightly quesstionable ass
thhe literature review cleaarly indicatees that shop
pping centrees no longerr consist off retail only,,
annd in orderr to compette for custoomers the shopping centre has tto develop city centree
chharacteristiccs and comb
bine retail w
with servicces and experiences. Th
The developers wish too
deevelop the entire Kivistö city subb centre as a uniform and consisstent larger entity, andd
esspecially thee experts an
nd developeers call out for
f learning from previoous projectss.
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Figure 40 The
T largest diffferences in sttakeholder opinion regardin
ng targets, 3 tthemes with th
he largest
deviation displayed
d

4.2 Works
shop Res
sults
Thhe workshoop results are
a displayeed in Figuree 41. Due to
t the extennsiveness of the resultt
thhemes, all thhemes with a higher freequency thaan two are presented
p
inn more detaail below. Itt
is notable annd obvious that
t
the woorkshop resu
ults resemb
ble the them
matic interviiew results,,
buut it is interresting to see
s how verry extensive the themees have beccome in thee workshopp
phhase. This could be understoodd as a resu
ult of succcessful colllaboration during thee
w
workshop buut also in the continuuous devellopment thaat has been
en on-going
g since thee
innterviews took place. Results
R
and tthe thematicc categorizaation are fouund in Appeendix 4.

Figure 41
4 Workshop results clusterred according
g to relevant thhemes
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4.2.1 Transportation and traffic network
The demand for mobility, satisfied by flexible transportation systems, was in some form
and extension mentioned by four out of five groups. As the Ring Rail Line, which is
currently under construction, will connect Kivistö to both the airport and the city centre of
Helsinki, there is a common view on emphasizing especially the public traffic connections
of the area. The location is moreover ideal for commuter parking for those arriving to the
capital region from the north. A comprehensive traffic network is supported by the
possibilities it could bring concerning differentiation from other similar city sub centres. A
comprehensive traffic network includes extensive and well planned walking and cycling
routes, commuter and shopping centre car parks, and a bus terminal feeding the train.
Moreover, a node of transport calls out for explicitly well designed transitional systems for
different means of transportation, something all experts agree on. It is further suggested
that more attention ought to be paid to finding sustainable solutions to the difficulties the
extremities of seasons bring. Especially the environmental experts and municipality
representatives highlight the environmental benefits of the train link and wish the area to
gain a reputation of “car free living”.

4.2.2 Energy Efficiency
As concluded in the introduction and the literature review, energy awareness and
efficiency is and will remain a fundamental target and value within every sphere of human
activity due to the global ever increasing demand and challenging supply of energy. When
discussing energy efficiency all stakeholders acknowledge the fact that energy savings
mean direct cost savings, but participants disagree on how energy savings are to be realised
in this particular project. Three groups out of five underline energy efficiency as way to
project differentiation in addition to the benefits of cost savings.
In the Kivistö project the most essential single energy efficiency aspect will be the
condensation heat produced by the refrigeration devices inside the shopping centre
hypermarkets. There seems to be a joint opinion on establishing full recovery and/or
recycling of this commonly wasted energy through a joint small scale energy plant, but the
financing of the required investment is yet to be solved.
In connection to energy efficiency, especially the constructor-developer representatives,
underline the importance of choosing the target level for the shopping centre building
specific environmental certification. Target levels are to be chosen in the very beginning of
the development as the higher the target is, the more planning has to be done in an early
stage. The knowledge about the certification level is required for the investor negotiations,
hence impacting the feasibility of the entire project.

4.2.3 Accommodating Social Life
All stakeholders underline the significance of urban space for accommodating social life.
Three groups out of five argue for thorough investigation, design and execution of both
indoor and outdoor urban places for natural encounter. Especially the municipality
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representatives support this as it is seen to be in direct relation to happiness and sense of
belonging for residents in the area.
A city centre is a place where public and private meet, and it is recognised that the
emergence of new lifestyles and ways to do business demand more flexibility of the
boundary between public and private. Residential developers, however, advocate that this
boundary ought to remain clear.
A city centre is recognised by all workshop participants to be a place where both
spontaneous and planned encounters are to be encouraged and made possible. Moreover, it
is a place where goods, people and information exchange, and it is equally important to
facilitate all three activities.

4.2.4 Retail Flexibility
Two groups out of five specifically mention comprehensive flexibility as a means of
preparation for the future changes in retail business and the effects these changes might
have on retail real estate. Especially the constructor-developers call out for real estate
flexibility as they recognise it as a crucial factor for project attractiveness from an
investor’s point of view. Due to the complex nature of retail property, development leans
towards a “made to order” approach, nevertheless features of “open build” are to be
applied simultaneously to ensure flexibility.
Flexibility is not only perceived as flexibility of physical real estate, but also as flexibility
of systems such as HVAC, automation and businesses such as logistics and distribution,
something advocated by the retail experts. Flexibility provides faster reaction ability to
rapid change, it facilitates multi-purpose use, and is more profitable from a life-cycle
perspective.
According to retail experts and constructor-developers multi-purpose use would be a
solution for increased utilization rates, efficiency and sustainability. It is however,
recognised that multi-purpose use of spaces, where one space is shared by multiple
operators i.e. daytime user and evening-time user, requires stricter tenancy agreements and
maintenance contracts. Hence, more activity and responsibility will be required from the
operator.

4.2.5 The Surrounging Nature
The functional balance between nature and buildings in the built environment seems to be
an issue of great importance as it was brought up by four groups out of five. There is a
joint opinion among the stakeholders about leaving enough space for recreation within the
city centre structure, however, there seems to be a disagreement on how this should be
realised. Some argue for creating a dense built environment leaving as much as possible of
the surrounding areas in their natural state, whereas others are more enthusiastic about
creating elements of urban nature within built environment. Architects and designers call
for environmental psychology as a tool for creation of pleasant and functional outdoor
spaces.
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Sustainability certification experts (LEED, BREEAM) along with the environmental
experts from the City of Vantaa, are concerned about the development being a “greenfield
development”. The area under development is unbuilt land, and could be defined as
greenbelt land around the existing urban structure. The development is justified, due to
increased urbanisation and migration, but concerning environmental building/area
certification greenfield development is considered negative and will cost valuable points.
Hence it has to be considered in an early stage of project planning especially if substituting
measures have to be taken, in order to achieve desired level of environmental certification.

4.2.6 Sustainable Materials
Sustainable materials were mentioned by two groups out of five. One group emphasised
the use of materials with long life cycles, but also materials that age in a beautiful way.
Moreover, recycled materials and recyclable materials were mentioned. There is an overall
understanding that sustainable materials do not need to be more expensive than nonsustainable materials, and the important features in the choice of material should be
durability suitability according to purpose of use. Perceived this way, sustainable materials
could provide the current and future owner with cost efficiency and good reputation
regarding environmental awareness. Materials chosen with care, in addition to good
adequate design, will also enable flexibility.
The other group did not directly emphasise sustainable materials but resource efficiency.
Resource efficiency can be seen as a much wider concept than materials. It can be efficient
use of construction material, but more importantly, it targets water and energy
consumption during the entire life cycle of a building or a project. As advocated by the
group, resource efficiency is related to all spheres of environmental sustainability. Here it
was grouped under sustainable materials.
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5 Discus
ssion
A collective table of fin
ndings and ttheir relatio
on to the research quesstions is pro
ovided as a
cllarifying fouundation forr the discusssion chapteer (Table 8). This table distinguish
hes betweenn
caase specificc findings and
a more ggeneral resu
ults derived from the ccase specifi
fic findings..
Exxemplifyingg findings linked to tthe case arre first sho
ortly discusssed and heereafter thee
geeneralised results
r
that are derivedd from the case
c
are discussed in m
more depth. A full sizee
taable is preseented in App
pendix 5.

Taable 8 A collecctive table of findings
f
in rellation to resea
arch questionss

5.1 Exemp
plifying Results
R
Linked to
o Case
Innterview annd workshop
p targets thhat create an
a opportun
nity for sharred value creation
c
aree
m
marked in the table with
h green coloour. The firrst four targ
gets under thhe headlinee interviewss
reepresent tarrgets that feature thee highest rates
r
of co
ommon agr
greement beetween thee
stakeholders,, whereas main
m
targetss reached in
n the worksshop represeent mutual agreement,,
unnderstanding and interrest. Targetts found co
ommonly im
mportant arre seen to provide ann
oppportunity to
t shared value
v
creatiion and hence they provide
p
an answer to the secondd
reesearch quesstion. Indeeed also thesse targets in
nclude vario
ous challengges but they
y are likelyy
too be easily overcome.
o
Especially
E
aareas of traffic, energy
y efficiencyy and social encounterss
prrovide greaat opportun
nity to sharred value creation
c
as they are ooutcomes of
o both thee
thhematic inteerviews and
d the workshhop. Projecct specific tangible areeas with vallue creationn
oppportunity within
w
the commonly
c
iimportant target
t
themees are founnd in the column RQ2..
Thhese are disscussed in more
m
detail bbelow.
G
Good traffic connection
ns provide a city sub ceentre with wide
w accesssibility, whiich benefitss
booth the residents in thee area and the consum
mers coming
g to the areea. Creating
g a node off
traaffic throuugh develo
oping netw
works of different
d
trraffic moddes, extenssive publicc
traansportationn and sufficcient retail and commu
uter parking
g premises iis believed to enhancee
ciity and areaa competitiveness. Alsso literaturee states con
nnectivity aand a health
hy lifestylee
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(alternative modes of traffic) as features that increase competitiveness and attractiveness
(Väyrynen, 2010; Hjelt, 2013). Results indicate that retail parking and accessibility by car
are critical success factors for retail and this is both supported and questioned by other
researchers. Hampson (2007) states that shopping centres have for a long time now been
situated at intersections of motorways and ring roads, whereas Heinimäki (2012) advocate
that today shopping centres are to be reached by public traffic. Both agree that large
amounts of traffic generate sales. This is however, questioned as the extent of the impact of
ICT on retail remains yet unknown, something that is stressed by Hietala (2014), Dixon
and Marston (2002), and retailers in the interviews. An example of co-operation and shared
value creation within the area of traffic in this particular case is the shared parking
facilities. The shared parking facilities are aimed to be flexible so that it will be possible to
react to changes in retail and commuter parking needs. This can be seen to exemplify the
connection between shared value and sustainability. Stakeholder business targets are met:
costs are cut as parking is used efficiently, retail parking needs are satisfied during the day
whereas residential parking needs are satisfied during the nights. In addition to this,
sustainability targets are met through the efficiency of usage, less land up-take, and a
possible decrease in travel by car due to opportunities of commuter parking. This example
would verify that sustainability targets are met through meeting stakeholder business
targets by shared value creation.
The depletion of natural resources will lead to an increase in energy prices, something that
the World Business Council for Sustainable Development report (2007) on energy
efficiency advocate will concern everyone, and therefore energy efficiency can be seen as
an easy opening to collaborative shared value creation due to the undisputable cost saving
available for all. Energy efficiency is according to stakeholder sustainability strategies an
essential requirement and the development consortium has made preliminary agreements
on a centralised energy distribution centre that benefits all stakeholders. The centralised
energy distribution centre is expected to bring about energy cost savings for stakeholders.
Through enhancing decreased energy consumption and enabling on site energy reuse,
sustainability is promoted.
Dixon and Marston (2007), Hietala (2014) and Howard (2007) have studied trends in
consumption and shopping, and they agree that shopping has become more connected to
social encounters and experiences than it was before. According to the interview results, a
city sub centre would have to facilitate and encourage both spontaneous and planned
encounters, both in indoor and outdoor spaces. The same researchers advocate that online
retail will also not be able to satisfy the demand for social interaction and encounters
connected to consuming cannot be fully replaced by the internet. Study results also suggest
that social encounters promote comfort, social well-being and community culture, features
specified as important for city attractiveness and competitiveness (Metropolitan Area
Competitiveness Strategy, 2009; Väyrynen, 2010). A roof top recreation area in connection
to the library and cafés on the roof of the shopping centre will create social encounters
supporting stakeholder business targets (more customers through experiences and comfort
offered, area attractiveness, and shopping centre sellability), and supporting social
sustainability.
Targets marked with purple colour in the table represent targets that feature the largest
differences in agreement or importance between stakeholders. The challenging targets
concern disagreement over services, retail parking, and the possibility to purchase an
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apartment without paying for the construction of parking premises. These targets are
perceived to indicate areas where mutual agreement and common target setting is difficult.
These are further seen as areas where the creation of shared value is challenged.
Whether One Planet Living could possibly address the identified challenges and facilitate
the process of urban development aiming for sustainability seems likely as the concept
sustainability principles are applicable to almost all target themes brought up. It remains
however, to be examined what tangible solutions to shared value creation the concept has
to provide or suggest, especially concerning the challenging areas. The abstractness of the
OPL framework was seen as a negative feature in the interviews as it left participants
feeling confused. This seems to be in contradiction to what is advocated in the literature
(Desai, 2013; BioRegional, 2014a) about the conept being easily communicated due to
simple visualisation. It could be argued that the advocated simplicity is taken too far, to a
point where the receiving party finds it abstract and marketable. This could however, also
be explained by the cultural difference between the initial concept environment and the
Finnish environment of urban development. A common truth is that Finnish way of doing
business is know for its knowledge centric attitude, and an abstract approach might not be
received well as it fails to immediately communicate benefits and costs.

5.2 Generalising Findings Derived from Case
Results show that the complexity of the urban development process is mainly perceived as
a challenge to shared value creation in urban development aiming for sustainability. The
challenge lies, in accordance to findings made by Väyrynen (2010), in the length of the
process but more importantly in the difficulty of satisfying multiple stakeholder targets.
The complexity of urban development as a process is widely recognised and the
importance of common target setting or formulation of a common vision in the beginning
of the process is emphasised as a solution to the challenge (WBCSD, 2007; Ristimäki,
2010; Väyrynen, 2010; Kuronen, 2011). The results indicate that the complexity could also
provide opportunities for innovation, a similar finding to that of Kuronen (2011) indicating
that complexity of urban development solved by partnership enables alternative solutions
to be considered. Whether innovation or consideration of alternative solutions is excluded
by the difficulty of target optimisation remains nevertheless to be investigated.
Stakeholder specific business driven critical success factors (CPIs) exemplify the
complexity generated by multiple targets. Results indicate that CPIs are often perceived as
non-negotiable. Moreover, it seems as stakeholders fail to understand, or even choose not
to understand, each others CPIs due to the lack of sharing knowledge and strategies.
Ziegler (2010) reflects over this complexity in his study and suggests negotiation theory to
be applied. Through management of the urban development process according to
negotiation theory, targets can be optimised and greater commitment achieved.
Furthermore, Ziegler (2010) emphasises that greater commitment leads to a more valuable
final construct, something that supports the value creation thinking in this study. When
shared value is created through target optimisation, stakeholders achieve optimal business
value, and hence stakeholders can provide their particular end-customers best possible
value. Kuronen (2011) has also come to the conclusion that partnerships are required to
achieve shared goals between the parties involved in the process.
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In agreement with the findings made by Kuronen (2011) that partnerships facilitate
learning well, the results also indicate that even though there might be a willingness to
learn from each other, there might be external limitations to what information can be
exchanged due to lack of trust or legislation. Kostiainen (2002) however, argues that
learning is a crucial qualitative property of the development process and a good partnership
is characterised by learning. Based on these arguments it would be justified to conclude
that negative externalities, such as market rivalry between stakeholders in normal
circumstances, are likely to lead to restricted learning and can limit the success of a
partnership. Lack of trust can be seen to lead to situations where knowledge is not shared
due to the fear of losing negotiation power. The demand for active management in the
urban development process is recognised by previous research (Ziegler, 2010; Väyrynen,
2010; Ristimäki 2010) to enable the solution of many of the existing problems regarding
process complexity.
When focusing more specifically on value creation connected to the sustainability
perspective in urban development, results clearly indicate that promoting sustainability is
strongly connected to financial feasibility. Additional investments in sustainable solutions
must be translatable into monetary value. Smedby and Neij (2013) have also studied the
phenomena and advocate similar results that a threat to value creation is the existing
tension between consensus and cutting edge solutions. This brings the discussion to the
benefits of sustainable buildings and environments and whether sustainable solutions are
more expensive than traditional solutions. The World Green Building Council (2013)
report investigate targets the question of whether there is a business case for green
building. The report indicates that a wide dispute on the financial value to the benefits of
green buildings remains and will continue to constrain sustainable property development in
the near future. Maximizing monetary value through measuring sustainable solutions in
only a financial dimension as suggested by the results, could be showing the still prevailing
conservative and disintegrated nature of the construction industry, but more dramatically
the persistent conventional view on business. On the other hand, the counclusion could
also be insufficient knowledge about costs of sustainable solutions amongst actors
involved or the unwillingness to take risks regarding adoption of new practices as
underlined in the WBCSD (2007) report.
Even though not all stakeholders were able to provide an input for all the One Planet
Living sustainability principles during the interviews, the results indicate that the
framework functioned well as a foundation for discussion about sustainability and keeping
sustainability issues on the development agenda throughout the process. The derived
general results from interviews and workshops that were executed using the framework
give together with the literature a sufficient overview of whether One Planet Living can
facilitate the process of urban development aiming for sustainability. Stakeholder targets
are distributed relatively balanced onto the framework although the rows for local food and
sustainable water are left with less attention. This could be explained by the fact that
sustainable water is in Finland mainly a matter of surface runoff and sewage systems as
there is no need to treat fresh water as a scarcity. The sustainability principle for local food
confused many interviewees as they found it irrelevant to urban development, and the
principle is commonly expected to be answered through retailer sustainability programs
and activity during operation. This expectation seems justified due to the extensive existing
retailer sustainability strategies.
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Through the derived results for research questions one and two, a derived result for
research question three was made. This derived result was verified by the literature on One
Planet Living. The complexity generated by multiple stakeholders, multiple targets, and
long duration of the urban development process can be untangled by time management
provided by the Action Plan phase of One Planet Living. Moreover, difficulties in
partnership characterised by learning and mutual understanding are suggested to be solved
through the mediating and facilitating function OPL. Last but certainly not least, the
sustainability aspect is targeted. The One Planet Living conept program targets
sustainability in communities through its ten sustainability principles, but through its
possible managing features within the urban development partinership, it may be able to,
through the Action Plan set in the development stage, provide a platform for innovation
and collaboration regarding especially sustainability solutions. Furthermore, by
implementing and showing connections between existing stakeholder sustainability
programs and efforts, OPL may help tackle the existing difficulties between consensus and
innovativeness. This however, would require an open attitude towards collaboration from
all stakeholders involved.
Central areas with value creation opportunity, as discovered through the case, are energy
efficiency, traffic and transportation, and social encounters in the community. These need
not to be case specific, and can most likely be generalised to be applied to other types of
urban development projects as well. A centralised energy distribution or local energy
production system or facility is from a developer’s perspective feasible in almost any kind
of larger area development projects. Here, of course, the feasibility is largely determined
by area or land size and ownership. A centralised energy distribution or local energy
production system can be built when the area of development is large enough and densely
built. Partnership and collaboration with an operating energy company is necessary from
the very beginning. This kind of sustainability promoting energy solutions are commonly
seen to be suitable for new, large and dense residential areas or areas with city centre
characteristic with large units producing excessive condensed heat.
Traffic and transportation, together with additional infrastructure, are relatively extensive
investments and are always built together with or under supervision of the municipality or
the state. Sustainable traffic solutions and especially good public transportation networks
are desired throughout generally all urban development projects. Researchers have
however, very divided opinions of whether the dense urban structure with a good road
network is the ultimate solution to sustainability. Van der Waals (2000) underline that the
impact of urban structure on private car mobility is highly dependant on changes in
transport technology, fuel prices, economic growth, and labour development. Moreover, he
advocates that the popularity of people working from home might have an impact on traffic
energy consumption.
Social encounters are especially promoted in city centre development but also in residential
development. There seems to be a trend towards creating area specific playgrounds and
places for recreation and social activites, instead of creating these separately for each
housing company. Social encounters are to enhance interaction, but it would be important
to also remember to distinguish between public and private, especially concerning urban
residential. Social interaction should not be forced upon people as it could then create the
opposite effect to what originally was desired.
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5.3 Practical Contribution of this Study on the Businesses of
Stakeholder Companies in Case Kivistö
This study has functioned as an introduction of the One Planet Living concept for the
stakeholders in the Kivistö project. Moreover, this concept has not been scientifically
investigated in the country before and no project has yet applied it. Through considerable
participation in development case working group meetings performing introductions and
study up-dates, the interest of especially the municipality was gained. The thematic
interviews provided an exclusive opportunity to present the concept via the study for
important decision makers at a managerial level. The study can in this extent said to have
been very successful as the municipality has decided to, after have shown great interest
towards the concept, require implementation of the One Planet Action Plan phase in the
Kivistö city sub-centre development. This study has encouraged the municipality towards
stronger leadership in sustainability concerning urban development. A decision on
enforcement of One Planet Living was taken in March 2014 and since then environmental
programs and strategies have been included in the every day development work. A One
Planet Action Plan working group has been established, and co-operation with
BioRegional has commenced. Moreover, the workshop outcome is used in development of
the area and shopping centre concept. The planning manager for the municipality has
requested to be granted permission to introduce this study to the municipality working
organisation before it has been evaluated in May 2014.
Furthermore, the City of Jyväskylä in Central Finland, has previously gotten acquainted
with the One Planet Living concept regarding its current innovative program about
resource efficiency, and has shown interest in investigating the applicability of OPL in an
area development project that is currently developed in collaboration with Skanska. What
makes the influence of this study even greater is the fact that the successful engagement of
Kivistö has now provided the opportunity for a larger scope in the investigation of the
applicability of One Planet Living Sustainability Principles in Finland. As synergies
presumably exist, and Skanska is involved in both urban development projects, the projects
have the opportunity to collaborate in creating Action Plans. The topicality of this thesis,
and the success of maybe not the results of this study but the process of it, is further
demonstrated by the fact that the Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra, a public fund operating
directly under the Finnish Parliament aimed at building a successful Finland for tomorrow,
is interested in supporting the undertaking as it is perceived to potentially have larger-scale
benefits on a nationwide level if succeeded. Sitra has agreed on providing partial funding
for the collaborative Action Plan development.
At the moment four out of nine stakeholders are contemplating on including the concept of
One Planet Living in their operations, strategies or on-going programmes. Expected
outcomes for the collaborative approach to further investigation of One Planet Living are
the possibilities for tangible comparison between the cities of Jyväskylä and Vantaa
concerning sustainability related issues, cost savings in Action Plan writing due to
synergies, and a more comprehensive perception to whether the concept is fully applicable
in Finnish urban development or not.
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5.4 Validity of the Research
Reflectivity is mentioned to be a core characteristic of qualitative research (Creswell,
2009), and therefore the validity of the research is evaluated in this section.
Investigation of one case only signifies the first weakness of the study. The case project is
extensive including various stakeholders, and is advocated to represent a rather typical
large urban development project within the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. For the validity of
results it would however, be of greater value to simoultaneously investigate a few smaller
projects instead of one large and complex project. A sample including stakeholders of
various projects would enable a more trustworthy generalisation of results across the sector
of urban development. As the previous part demonstrates, a co-operation between two
projects will take place when entering the following stage of the applying the One Planet
Living concept. This will evidently bring more depth into the further studies regarding
applicability of One Planet Living sustainability principles in Finnish urban development
aiming towards sustainability. Due to time constraints, the scope of this thesis was also
limited to not include a full process follow-through, something that could have been of
great benefit regarding substance according to the projects life-cycle perspective.
Secondly, the data collected did not entirely meet expectations. Even though the
framework used in all interviews was the same, the relevance of answers varied widely
resulting in concessions made in the data analysis. The life-cycle perspective provided by
the framework (design, construct, manage) had to be set aside as stakeholders were not
able and/or willing to emphasise targets and strategies across the life-cycle. Varying
relevance in answers could be a result of the concept and the framework being perceived as
too abstract or difficult to understand. It must be admitted that using a new concept was a
challenge for especially the interviews, as not enough information about the concept had
been assimilated by the interviewees beforehand, and hence some interview time was lost
on explaining the framework in the beginning of most interviews. In the workshop
attendees had internalised the concept better and the outcome was according to what was
expected.
The third point of criticism is directed towards the troublesome stakeholder group
composition. Shared value creation in urban development is understood to be complicated
even without a double rivalry positioning within the stakeholder group (NCC and Skanska,
HOK-Elanto and Kesko). This delicate nature has come to impact collaboration negatively
through both competition law and general discomfort in sharing anything with a competitor
in the market.
Finally, it has to be recognised that the researcher brings bias to the study (Creswell, 2009).
Moreover, the reasearcher has been employed by one of the developers during the process
of this study, and the researcher may also have shopping preferences of her own. Despite
pursuing objectiveness, it has to be considered, that the previously mentioned issues may
have influenced the researcher without her being aware of it herself.

5.5 Proposed Further Research
Based on the results, a sustainability management tool is suggested to be used to achieve
sustainable urban development through managing the development process to include
enhanced multiple target optimisation and shared value creation. Whether the studied tool
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is the optimal tool remains to be investigated. Deeper understanding of the sustainability
outcomes when using One Planet Living must be gained before it is possible to reliably
state the received process benefits or applicability of this particular tool in Finland. This
would require a follow through and monitoring of at least one case where the concept is
used.
Sustainability management may have a positive impact on collaboration and learning in the
process of urban development, but whether it can have a genuine long-term improving
impact on the conservative attitude and persistent disintegrated nature of the urban
development industry, remains to be investigated. Suggestions for study approaches would
be the impact of sustainability management on financial feasibility and perceived benefits
of sustainable building.
The relationship between optimizing sustainability related targets and business specific
targets should be investigated in more detail. This study clearly implies that there is little
chance of optimizing overall sustainability if shared value is not created first through the
optimisation of business specific targets. The validity of this implication must be
examined.
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6 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of how shared value could and
should be created in the multi-stakeholder process of urban development aiming for
sustainability. Both challenges and solutions to shared value creation in the process of
urban development were examined. The research included investigation of whether the
One Planet Living area development concept, enhancing a sustainable lifestyle, can
function as a facilitator for the urban development process addressing existing trends and
challenges to shared value creation. The main assumption was that by satisfaction of
stakeholder specific business needs through shared value creation, sustainability can be
enhanced. Stakeholder business targets and value drivers, and their connections to
sustainability were examined through thematic interviews and a workshop. The study was
conducted as a case study. The city sub-centre development in the area of Kivistö in
Vantaa functioned as the case.
Study results on both challenges and solutions to shared value creation in urban
development are strongly aligned with existing literature about the topic. The main
challenge of process complexity, generated largely by the multiple-stakeholder
characteristic of the process, is also perceived to provide some opportunities for shared
value creation. Current problems concerning value creation in urban development are
nevertheless mainly a result of, or connected to, the overall process complexity.
Challenging characteristics of this complexity according to results are disagreements over
investments and costs, difficulties in negotiating and compromising for common targets,
and obastacles for learning and management.
Disagreements over investments and costs tend to be common in urban development.
Results and previous research advocate that this phenomenon is stronger concerning
investments in sustainability, even to an extent of investment unwillingness. The results of
this study verify what is advocated by many other researchers of investments promoting
sustainability, and that is that no business works on a charity cause and sustainability
solutions are likely to be feasible only if they can be translated into something measurable
and beneficial for stakeholders in monetary terms. Maximizing monetary value through
measuring sustainable solutions in only a financial dimension as indicated by the results,
could be showing the still prevailing conservative and disintegrated nature of the
construction industry, but more dramatically the persistent conventional view on business.
On the other hand, the counclusion could also be the existence of insufficient knowledge
about costs of sustainable solutions amongst actors involved or the unwillingness to take
risks regarding adoption of new practices.
Stakeholders seem to have aligned their individual business targets with strategies based on
current business specific trends regarding urban development, and it seems that negotiation
and compromising for common targets is challenging. This study has come to signify the
importance of understanding what investigation made on partnerships in urban
development state: most stakeholders and parties involved are primarily businesses with
strategies and constraints. Non-negotiable business specific critical success factors restrict
common target setting and limits learning and mutual understanding of the needs of others.
This study, in addition to many other studies, calls out for leadership and management of
the urban development process due to the expected improvement these could bring to
collaboration, knowledge-sharing and compromising for common target setting.
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Different suggested solutions to difficulties in value creation within the urban development
process exist and a common denominator for these solutions is the demand for cooperation characterised by mutual trust and finding common targets. Without a common
vision and a balanced and fair value optimisation new development will not take place. In
accordance to previous research on the complexity of urban development mainly from a
common target setting viewpoint, a collaborative planning process with clear shared
priorities in the form of a partnership between public and private is suggested to increase
collaboration, accelerate the process and help meet environmental goals through
achievement of business targets. Partnerships are in general seen as ways to achieve cooperation and mutual understanding but the lack of leadership is not yet completely solved
by the introduction of partnerships. A statement aligned with previous findings in literature
is that the long process of urban development needs an active co-ordinator to create new
relationships and encourage collaboration and interaction. Results indicate that the lack of
leadership in an urban development process cannot be substituted by a management tool,
but leadership could be enhanced and supported by such a tool.
A multifold case characterised by consolidation of multiple targets requires management of
sustainability as the unwillingness for additional investments may cause sustainable
solutions to fall out completely. The requirement for management is strongly supported by
previous studies about the urban development process. The results indicate that the One
Planet Living concept can to a large extent fulfil this requirement of management and
further, of the management of project sustainability. Actors involved in urban development
processes usually have visions, tools and programs to enhance sustainability in various
ways in their respective businesses. Facilitating the value creation process by successfully
combining the core competences and existing sustainability schemes of stakeholders would
improve the possibilities for partnerships to overcome existing problems regarding shared
value creation. Applying OPL is not about creating sustainability from nothing, but to
manage existing tendency to sustainability in a way that promotes and enables sustainable
solutions through optimisation of conventional business targets. This is indicated to not
only support the value creation for stakeholders but more importantly, through creating
value for stakeholders, it ensures value creation for residents and end-customers.
This study does not give a particular answer on how shared value creation should be
managed, but it opens up discussion about the possible benefits of managing sustainability
related issues as a way to enhance sustainability via shared value creation in urban
development. Through this study a new concept, guiding urban development towards
sustainability, has been introduced in Finland. The interviews and the workshop have
furthermore, made some rather influential stakeholders intrigued about investigating the
possibility to ensure sustainability through shared value creation by applying the One
Planet Living concept.
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Interview Results – Thematic Categorisation
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